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The interaction between plants and soils is too often oversimplified for its importance to 
life on earth. The chemical complexity of this interaction is enormous, but many soil scientists, 
ecologists, and biogeochemists reduce it to single compounds. This dissertation looks to explore 
the complexity of the interface of plant roots and soils, termed the rhizosphere, in an effort to 
better understand the chemical forces that shape terrestrial ecosystems. In two chapters I explore 
how small genetic differences in plants can lead to vast differences in surrounding soil enzymes 
and thousands of other metabolites. I show that the trait variation within a plant species can alter 
pedogenesis (i.e., the formation of soils) that may have feedbacks on future generations of plants. 
In the third chapter I explicitly explore this feedback by examining how plant chemical 
phenotypes change when exposed to live soils which have been conditioned by populations of a 
plant with unique phenotypes. As soil metabolomics is a new field, I used my final chapter as a 
review of the current methods of data analysis with the hope that future soil scientists will fully 
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Understanding the connections between plants and soils is obscured by the difficulty of 
making observations belowground and the complex biological and chemical interactions of the 
root-soil interface. These challenges are worth overcoming because plant-soil interactions in part 
determine the composition and function of soil biotic communities (Schweitzer et al. 2008, 
Orwin et al. 2010) that mediate a broad range of ecosystem services including pedogenesis 
(Mueller et al. 2017), carbon and nitrogen cycles (Wooliver et al. 2018) and can determine plant 
performance and evolution (Lau and Lennon 2012, Ware et al. 2019). My dissertation seeks to 
improve our understanding of plant-soil interactions with exploration of the chemical 
consequences of plant-soil interactions, novel inquiry into the plant and soil metabolome, and the 
introduction and implementation of statistical methods new to the metabolomics and 
metagenomics fields. Our understanding of plant-soil interactions are from studies either 
ignoring the small scale complexity and mechanism in favor of landscape level patterns, or the 
opposite, with trees growing in sterile conditions, exploring only a single factor of the 
rhizosphere (See recent reviews in van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016, Ryan et al. 2016, Erktan et 
al. 2018). Luckily, sufficient work has occurred at both of these scales to allow studies that 
bridge this gap in our understanding. My dissertation aims to explore how small-scale 
belowground changes are shaped by landscape-level processes, and in turn, how landscapes can 
be shaped by small belowground chemical changes. 
Plant conditioning of soil is essential to understand because of its ecological and 
evolutionary consequences for plant populations, community dynamics, and ecosystem function. 
Plant-soil linkages and feedbacks are important processes that can drive plant ranges and 
distributions (Bezemer et al., 2013; Van Nuland et al., 2017), determine success of invasive plant 
species (Klironomos 2002, Van der Putten 2003, Wolfe et al. 2008), and hasten plant community 
succession (Kardol et al. 2006). These processes are mediated by both above- and belowground 
traits that structure microbial communities and influence ecosystem dynamics (Vitousek et al. 
1987, Whitham et al. 2006, Bardgett and Wardle 2010).  For example, aboveground traits, such 
as leaf lignin concentrations, can influence belowground nutrient cycles by altering 
decomposition rates and mineralization of organic matter (Melillo et al. 1982) including within 
species (Hobbie et al. 2006). Plant phenotype belowground can also fundamentally alter soils 




makes this a large unknown variable in plant-soil studies. For example, plants can exude 
different mixtures of sugars and amino acids that can alter microbial communities and their 
interactions which mediates many ecosystem processes (Badri and Vivanco 2009, Rasmann and 
Turlings 2016, Zhalnina et al. 2018). However, it is only recently that we have begun to 
comprehensively explore the complex chemical interactions in the rhizosphere (van Dam and 
Bouwmeester 2016). As more studies look belowground, we are finding that the context-
dependency of plant-soil interactions make it difficult to predict broad scale changes (Erktan et 
al. 2018). Exploring the mechanisms of population or individual level context-dependency will 
alleviate that difficulty. As Ryan and co-authors (2016) state: “The challenge is not only to 
understand how roots function but to do so in soil with all its physical, chemical and biological 
complexity.” Doing this will allow us to scale up and explicitly include that context-dependency 
in our models of ecosystem function. 
Plants have been shown to produce a wide variety of plant exudates that change the 
rhizosphere. Root exudate concentrations of sugars like fructose, glucose and maltose can change 
the rates of bacterial colonization (Lugtenberg et al. 1999). Other secondary metabolites released 
from plant roots, like organic acids, have been demonstrated to alter the soil characteristics 
around them (Zhalnina et al., 2018). Other plant root secondary metabolites associated with 
defence and allelopathy change among populations and over an individuals lifetime (Badri and 
Vivanco 2009, Dennis et al. 2010, van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016). Often it is changes in the 
soil itself that trigger these responses from plants. For example the presence of root herbivores 
altered root tissue exudates to contain a greater proportion of anti-herbivory compounds 
(Bezemer and van Dam 2005). To explore the range of molecules produced in the plant-soil 
interface and the consequences of this variation, my dissertation is split into four related 
chapters: 
Chapter 1 was published in Ecosphere in 2017. We used a series of 3000-year-old, lava-
created forest fragments on the Island of Hawai`i to examine whether disturbance and 
subsequent colonization can lead to genetically differentiated populations, and where 
differentiation occurs, if there are belowground consequences of trait driven changes. These 
fragments are dominated by a single tree species, Metrosideros polymorpha (Myrtaceae) or 
ʻōhiʻa, which have been actively colonizing the surrounding lava flow created in 1858. To test 




ʻōhiʻa individuals sampled from fragment interiors and open lava sites, grew these individuals in 
a greenhouse, and then used these cuttings to create a common garden where plant growth was 
monitored for three years; and 2) assessed genetic variation and made QST/FST comparisons using 
microsatellite repeat markers. Results from the greenhouse showed quantitative trait divergence 
in plant height and pubescence across plants sampled from fragment interior and matrix sites. 
Results from the subsequent common garden study confirmed that the matrix environment can 
select for individuals with 9.1% less shoot production and 17.3% higher leaf pubescence. We 
found no difference in molecular genetic variation indicating gene flow among the populations. 
The strongest QST level (0.34 for height in the common garden) was far greater than the FST 
estimate (0.006), indicating sympatric genetic divergence in growth traits. Tree height was 
correlated with ecosystem properties such as soil carbon and nitrogen storage, soil carbon 
turnover rates, and soil phosphatase activity, indicating that selection for growth traits will 
influence structure, function, and dynamics of developing ecosystems.  
Chapter 2 explores the chemical complexity of the root and rhizosphere metabolome 
across plant populations to determine evolutionary alterations of plant metabolism and 
subsequent linkage to soils. Metabolomics were used in conjunction with tree clones grown in a 
common environment to explore the root chemical phenotypes of six distinct populations of 
Populus angustifolia. By exploring the entire metabolome of the root instead of specific 
compounds, this study identified the magnitude of the chemical complexity present in roots with 
less sampling bias. This study will be the first of our knowledge to use metabolomics to examine 
variation in both roots and the soils across natural gradients when grown under common 
conditions. We found that genetically distinct populations of P. angustifolia have unique root 
phenotypes and population of origin could explain ~30% of the variation in the root holobiont 
metabolome (i.e., the combined root along with all microbial endophytes). Furthermore, because 
all tree clones were grown in a generic potting mix, we were able to show plant conditioning of 
rhizosphere soils. Individual plant root metabolome variation explained ~15% of the variation in 
the paired rhizosphere soil metabolome. This study showed population level genetic variation in 
root holobiont chemical phenotype is conditioning unique soil chemical phenotypes. 
Where Chapter 1 showed how evolution can lead to unique pedogenesis and in Chapter 2 
how local adaptation can lead to unique plant traits that can change their surroundings, in 




responses, through a reciprocal plant-soil interaction experiment. Using four populations of P. 
angustifolia grown in a greenhouse, I examined how the root tissue and rhizosphere soil 
metabolites change based on plant population and soil origin. I proposed two hypotheses: 1) the 
root tissue metabolome is a function of the interaction between the plant population and the soil 
environment it is exposed to; and 2) Soil rhizosphere metabolomes vary by both the soil 
microbial environment and the effect of tree root metabolome. A significant interaction term 
supported the first hypothesis that the root metabolome was influenced by both plant population 
and soil environment. 
Finally, Chapter 4 outlines the broad range and application of possible statistical 
analysis techniques appropriate for the analysis of metabolomics data sets. I review the current 
state of statistical analysis of large multivariate chemical datasets that can contain >10,000 
chemical compounds. Metabolomics research published to date often simplify analyses by only 
analyzing a subset of the known compounds using analysis of variance (ANOVA), or use 
multivariate techniques like Partial Least Squares (PLS-DA) which may not adequately explore 
the data due to an inability to properly account for multiple groupings and nested levels of 
structure. Using data from chapter 2 as an example, I explored the consequences of multiple 
statistical and visual approaches by analyzing the same datasets with multiple approaches (e.g., 
NMDS, PCA, van Krevelen, PLS-DA, RDA, Mantel, co-inertia), focusing on how the statistical 
hypotheses change based on the analysis that is used, thus leading to different interpretations and 
utilizations of different components of the data. The goal of this review was to highlight the 
range of statistical techniques available to the rapidly growing field of metabolomics and provide 
guidance and ‘best practices’ for choosing question-specific appropriate analyses.  
These four chapters aim to explore the degree to which local adaptation leads to changes 
in plant traits that feedback on the rhizosphere chemical community. I am addressing big topics 
in ecosystem ecology such as the evolutionary potential of plant soil feedbacks (Chapter 2 and 
3), the scale of plant trait divergence across environmental gradients (Chapters 1, 2, and 3), and 
the importance of complex belowground conditions (Chapters 2 and 3), using novel analytical 
and soil techniques to capture the fine scale complexity of the rhizosphere (Chapters 2, 3, and 4). 
My dissertation applies a range of mechanistic methods and approaches to tackle some of 




and metagenomics research by expanding the scope and relevance of possible questions asked 
and analyses utilized. 
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data. Statistical analysis was done by LOM, LCB, MAG, JKB, and JAS. Each author contributed 
the writing or editing of the manuscript. The only modification to this manuscript made for the 




When plants colonize new habitats altered by natural or anthropogenic disturbances, 
those individuals may encounter biotic and abiotic conditions novel to the species, which can 
cause plant functional trait divergence. Over time, site driven adaptation can give rise to 
population-level genetic variation, with consequences for plant community dynamics and 
ecosystem processes. We used a series of 3000-year-old, lava-created forest fragments on the 
Island of Hawai`i to examine whether disturbance and subsequent colonization can lead to 
genetically differentiated populations, and where differentiation occurs, if there are ecosystem 
consequences of trait driven changes. These fragments are dominated by a single tree species, 
Metrosideros polymorpha (Myrtaceae) or ʻōhiʻa, which have been actively colonizing the 
surrounding lava flow created in 1858. To test our ideas about differentiation of genetically 
determined traits, we: 1) created rooted cuttings of ʻōhiʻa individuals sampled from fragment 
interiors and open lava sites, raised these individuals in a greenhouse, and then used these 
cuttings to create a common garden where plant growth was monitored for three years; and 2) 




Results from the greenhouse showed quantitative trait divergence in plant height and pubescence 
across plants sampled from fragment interior and matrix sites. Results from the subsequent 
common garden study confirmed that the matrix environment can select for individuals with 
9.1% less shoot production and 17.3% higher leaf pubescence. We found no difference in 
molecular genetic variation indicating gene flow among the populations. The strongest QST level 
(0.34 for height in the common garden) was far greater than the FST estimate (0.006), indicating 
sympatric genetic divergence in growth traits. Tree height was correlated with ecosystem 
properties such as soil carbon and nitrogen storage, soil carbon turnover rates, and soil 
phosphatase activity indicating that selection for growth traits will influence structure, function, 
and dynamics of developing ecosystems. These data show that divergence can occur on 






The movement of plant species into new habitats can have important evolutionary and 
ecological consequences. For example, when species colonize new created habitats, as a result of 
natural or anthropogenic disturbances, they may encounter novel biotic and abiotic factors that 
can: (i) affect their success or failure (Hobbs et al. 2006); (ii) influence the evolutionary 
dynamics of populations (Holt 2003, Parmesan 2006); and (iii), alter functional phenotypes 
(Whitham et al. 2006, Read et al. 2014, Bailey et al. 2014, Schweitzer et al. 2014, Kinnison et al. 
2015). To better predict the consequences of colonization of new habitats from the influences of 
natural disturbance and global environmental change, understanding how selection operates 
during colonization is critical to correctly interpreting ecosystem consequences of phenotypic 
divergence.  
The evolution of colonizing plant species has been examined in the context of local 
adaptation (Clausen, Keck and Hiesey 1947), coevolution (Carroll et al. 2005), and in the context 
of exotic species invasions (Zenni et al. 2014a). It has become apparent that individuals 
colonizing unique ecotypes are phenotypically different from those occurring in source 
populations within the previous core range of the species (Phillips et al. 2006, Eckert et al. 2008, 
Felker Quinn et al. 2013). For example, invasive pine trees in Brazil had distinct phenotypes in 
colonized versus source portions of their range (Zenni et al. 2014b.), suggesting that selective 
pressures during colonization favored certain traits. Such effects clearly have important 
implications for managing invasive species, but beyond the study of invasive species (see 
reviews by Buswell et al. 2011, Felker-Quinn et al. 2013, Moran and Alexander 2014), 
surprisingly few studies have examined the evolutionary consequences of colonization by native 
species (Foster et al. 2007, Schwarzer et al. 2013, Hargreaves et al. 2014). This knowledge gap is 
notable because such colonization events are extensive and arguably the most important process 
in primary and secondary succession, as well as recovery of the Earth’s degraded landscapes 
(Sarrazin and Lecomte 2016). 
Invasion biology provides important empirical and theoretical analogs for understanding 
the evolutionary consequences of range shifts and the colonization of new habitat.  Dispersal and 
colonization are most often considered demographic processes driven by propagule pressure, 
frequently modeled on simulated landscapes assumed to be homogenous (Travis et al. 2009, 




less about how altered environments drive selection for specific traits and contribute to species 
persistence in newly created habitats (Jump and Peñuelas 2005, Hargreaves et al. 2014). 
Evidence of rapid evolution in plants is widespread (Jump and Peñuelas 2005, Lau 2008, Strauss 
et al. 2008, Buswell et al. 2010, Felker-Quinn et al. 2013), suggesting that successful 
colonization of novel habitats may result in trait selection and genetically based functional trait 
shifts relative to the source population.  
After the introduction of cane toads in Australia, subsequent colonization of uninvaded 
habitat led to the evolution of increased dispersal ability along the front of the invasion (Phillips 
et al. 2006). In the previously described Brazilian system, Zenni et al. (2014a, b) demonstrated 
rapid evolution of non-native pine trees that escaped silviculture plantations and colonized into 
native Brazilian ecosystems. These examples point to wide ranging capacity for rapid evolution 
at the colonizing front, and the rapid evolutionary changes that accompany some invasions can 
have consequences that alter ecosystems. With the invasive tallow tree (Sapium sebifera), new 
populations of invasive individuals have evolved lower foliar tannins in the invaded range, 
altering plant herbivore interactions and chemical inputs to soils (Siemann and Rogers 2003). It 
is changes in traits such as these that can have large subsequent consequences for ecosystem 
processes. 
Plants possess traits that structure belowground communities and influence ecosystem 
dynamics (Vitousek et al. 1987, Ohtonen et al.1999, Bardgett and Wardle 2010, Cutler et al. 
2014). For example, Ohtonen et al. (1999) found that different plant species colonizing a bare 
soil drastically changed the belowground microbial community. Many studies have shown how 
invasive species can alter their surroundings by disrupting mycorrhizal relationships (Wolfe et al. 
2008), changing soil chemistry (Vitousek et al. 1987, Gómez-Aparicio and Canham 2008), and 
altering carbon uptake and pool size (see review by Peltzer et al. 2010). Aboveground traits, such 
as leaf lignin concentrations, can influence belowground nutrient cycles by altering 
decomposition rates and mineralization of organic matter (Melillo et al. 1982) including within 
species (Hobbie et al. 2006). Furthermore, intraspecific variation in plant functional traits can 
alter ecosystem processes (Whitham et al. 2006). For example, leaf litterfall and subsequent 
decomposition rates were dependent on variation in leaf source within the species Alnus rubra 




alter belowground ecosystem processes differently than expected from plants growing in 
established portions of the range (Wardle et al. 2004, Bardgett and Wardle 2010). 
Metrosideros polymorpha is considered a foundation species because it is one of the few 
large trees native to the Hawaiian archipelago and plays an important role in early colonization 
of lava (Percy et al. 2008, Flaspohler et al. 2010). Metrosideros polymorpha is known to have 
high genetic and phenotypic variation and respond strongly to environmental gradients, such as 
those that occur across elevation or substrate age (Vitousek 2004, Morrison and Stacy 2014, 
Stacy et al. 2014). Additionally, genetically based phenotypic variation in M. polymorpha has 
been shown to influence litter decomposition rates and soil nutrient dynamics (Vitousek 2004). 
The ability to respond to strong environmental gradients and known links between genetically 
based traits and ecosystem function make M. polymorpha an ideal focal plant species for the 
study of the evolutionary and ecological consequences of colonization (Cordell et al. 1998, 
Treseder and Vitousek 2001, Martin et al. 2007). To understand the evolutionary and ecological 
consequences of colonization, we examined how adjacent populations of Metrosideros 
polymorpha varied in functional plant traits and ecosystem processes along a colonization front 
and strong edaphic and environmental variation in Hawai`i. Using a field and common garden 
approach, we tested two related hypotheses: 1) functional plant traits within M. polymorpha 
have diverged in newly colonized sites relative to source populations resulting in differential 
establishment and growth; and 2) variation in traits in M. polymorpha in newly colonized sites 
results in changes to soil processes.  
Methods 
Study system and sites 
The Island of Hawai`i is an ideal location to test the consequences of plant evolution on 
contemporary timescales. A well-constrained post-volcanic colonization front allows 
examination of how plant traits differ in newly colonized areas and how these traits influence 
soil nutrient dynamics (sensu Treseder and Vitousek 2001). In 1854-1855 the Mauna Loa 
volcano erupted, resulting in lava flows that fragmented forests on its eastern face (19.67N, -
155.3E). More than 1000 fragments (“kīpuka” in Hawai`ian) were created by the eruption, and 
range in size from 0.01 to over 100 ha, with large abiotic and biotic environmental differences 




the kīpuka (Raich et al. 1997, Flaspohler et al. 2010, Vaughn et al. 2014, Vannette et al. 2016). 
These forest fragments persist because primary succession onto new lava is slow – resulting in 
continuing colonization of the matrix.   
The kīpuka-matrix comparison is an ideal field system for studying colonization as an 
evolutionary process. It is a simple and uniform flora dominated by a single canopy tree species 
(Metrosideros polymorpha), which comprises >85% of the basal area across kīpuka as well as 
nearly all saplings in the lava flow matrix (Flaspohler et al. 2010, Vaughn et al. 2014). The 
kīpuka, and the lava flow matrix, are adjacent to one another, thus making these sites ideal for 
understanding selection of plant functional phenotypes. All kīpuka and matrix sites in this study 
occur within a narrow geographic area between 1509 and 1637 m above sea level, and so share 
similar annual ambient temperatures (14.0°C-16.5°C) and precipitation (2400 mm-2900 mm; 
Western and Juvik 1983, Vaughn et al. 2014), with lava age in this field system not correlated 
with temperature or rainfall (Tsujii et al. 2016). Lastly, the primary succession of trees onto 
barren basalt lava flows allows for an examination of the direct effects of plants on organic 
matter formation and associated soils. 
Functional plant traits 
To determine if there is variation in functional plant traits and the ecosystem processes 
they mediate for trees in the colonizing matrix and kīpuka populations, fourteen kīpuka sites 
surrounded by the adjacent matrix were selected along the Mauna Loa 1855 lava flow. Within 
each kīpuka site, and also nearby in the surrounding matrix, 10 randomly selected individual 
trees were sampled and measured in the field. Specific leaf area (SLA), leaf pubescence, and 
tree height were measured on all trees in the field. Dry leaf mass was determined by oven 
drying samples at 70° C for 48 h before weighing. Specific leaf area of all kīpuka and matrix 
trees was determined by calculating the surface area and the mass of three to five leaves per 
individual (collected from terminal shoots from multiple locations on a tree). Leaf pubescence 
was estimated in the field with a standardized scale (1-5) by which glabrous leaves were given a 
score of one and the most pubescent leaves were scored five. Tree heights were estimated to the 




Experimental common garden  
To determine whether phenotypic differences observed in the field were a plastic 
response to the environment or resulted from genetic divergence, we established a common 
garden with rooted cuttings to separate the genetic and environmental components of functional 
plant traits that vary in response to underlying substrate properties of the kīpuka/lava matrix 
system (Anderson et al. 2014). Distinct M. polymorpha phenotypes were collected from kīpuka 
and the surrounding lava matrix in June 2012. These cuttings were taken from the same kīpuka 
sites as the field measurements. However, cuttings from trees on the lava matrix were sampled 
along a transect spanning the elevation of the kīpuka study site (1509 to 1637 m above sea 
level), and located between kīpuka (therefore kīpuka and lava cuttings were not paired). Ten 15 
cm terminal cuttings from 110 individuals on the lava matrix and 108 individuals in kīpuka 
were collected in the field and kept moist and cool until planting. Tree cuttings were collected 
from terminal branch tips and there was no significant difference in cutting diameter between 
sites or soil substrates (data not shown). Cuttings were scored with pruning shears, and dipped 
in Hormodin (Indole-3-butyric acid; Hormodin® 2, OHP Inc, Mainland, Pennsylvania, USA). 
The lower leaves were removed and remaining leaves were cut in half (to reduce water loss), 
inserted into 1.5 L pots with a standard potting mix (equal parts peat, perlite and vermiculite), 
and placed under a misting bench (misted every 20 minutes during the day) in a greenhouse 
facility at the Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry in Hilo, HI, To decrease any potential 
variation in stored nutrients in the cut branches, successfully rooted cuttings were re-planted in 
the same potting mix plus an addition of 3 g of 13:13:13 Nitrogen-Phosphorus-Potassium slow 
release fertilizer pellets one year prior to measuring traits. The greenhouse trees were 
randomized into four blocks and rotated periodically to avoid any positional environmental 
effects. In June of 2013, stem diameter and length, specific leaf area (SLA) and leaf pubescence 
were measured on the new growth. In June of 2014 tree height was measured as the trees were 
being planted into a common garden in the field at the Institute of Pacific Island Forestry’s 
Laupāhoehoe Science and Education Center (LSEC, Laupāhoehoe, HI, 96743. 19.97094N, -
155.24565E) and measured again in 2015. To determine if underlying genetic variation was 
responsible for differences in tree height, only the individuals who survived to the 2015 
measurement were used in the analysis of the 2014 height data. The common garden was 




spaced three meters from each other in a grid and each grid was surrounded by an outer row of 
edge trees. Within each block a single replicate of each genotype was planted at a random 
location with ~10 g of NPK 20:20:20 fertilizer in each tree hole.  
Plant molecular analyses 
 To examine genetic structure and gene flow between kīpuka and matrix trees in this system, 
we used 11 microsatellite markers targeted at repeat regions of the genome (Crawford et al. 
2008). Leaves from 168 tree genotypes from the common garden were successfully extracted and 
genotyped (74 matrix and 94 kīpuka genotypes). Powdered samples of leaf tissue were used to 
extract genomic DNA (gDNA). Tissues were ground to a fine powder using a ball mill (Spex 
mixer/mill 8000D, Spex Sample Prep, Metuchen, NJ, 08840). Approximately 0.2 g of leaf 
powder was used to extract gDNA with the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, 
CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions, except the first incubation step was 
conducted overnight (a minimum of 12 hours). Although gDNA yields were low (some less than 
5 ng/µL), samples were diluted 1/10 (one part gDNA into nine parts molecular grade water) to 
minimize the effects of PCR inhibitors for downstream reactions. We generated multi-locus 
genotypes for each sample using 11 presumably neutral microsatellite markers that were selected 
from Crawford et al. 2008 (Table S1.1). All PCRs were carried out in 10 µL volumes containing 
the following reagents (given in final concentrations): 1-5 ng of DNA template, 1x PCR buffer, 
2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.1 U Platinum Taq polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, 
USA), and 0.4 µM of each primer, except one marker (MePo514), which was changed to 0.1 
µM. A final concentration of 0.5 µg/µL bovine serum albumin (BSA) was added to increase 
target specificity and PCR yield for four markers (MePo504, MePo507, MePo509 and 
MePo510). PCRs were thermocycled according to the following conditions: 10 minutes at 95°C 
to release the Platinum Taq® antibody, followed by 40 cycles of 60s at 94°C, 30s at the 
annealing temperature (Ta) and 30s at 72°C. The Ta, mixing strategy (multiplex vs. singleplex 
loci and/or pooling scheme), dilution, and forward primer dye for each locus are provided in 
Supplementary Table 1. Diluted PCR products were electrophoresed on an ABI3130 sequencer 
with LIZ®-1200 size standard and analyzed using the software GENEMAPPER v4.0 (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). All genotypes were manually checked for accuracy and 




control reactions (water as template). We also ran independent PCR replicates on 10% of the 
trees to check for genotyping errors, and no errors were observed.   
Soil processes 
To determine the variation in soils, we sampled along the constrained colonization sites 
where macro-environmental conditions are similar (Flaspohler et al. 2010, Tsujii et al. 2016). 
Soils were collected to a depth up to 20 cm under each of the M. polymorpha trees in the kipuka 
and matrix that were measured for field traits. Soils were collected within 0.25 m from the trunk, 
placed in plastic bags and stored on ice in a cooler until the end of a day in the field when soils 
were transferred to a 4̊ C refrigerator. These soils were almost entirely organic matter, especially 
in the matrix sites, where soil collection involved scraping a layer of organic material off of 
basalt bedrock (see supplementary Fig. 1 for detailed explanation and photos of the sites). 
Samples were shipped on dry ice by 2-day mail to a laboratory at the University of Tennessee 
where they were stored at 4̊ C until processed the following day. Processing included sieving 
soils through a 4 mm mesh and dividing samples for multiple analyses.  Soil subsamples were 
used for fluorometric enzyme assays, soil gravimetric water content, pH, total soil carbon (C) 
and nitrogen (N), and laboratory incubations to assess C decomposition rates.  
Soils were assayed for activities of the following enzymes: β-1,4-glucosidase (EC 
.2.1.21), α-1,4-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.20), β-1,4-N acetylglucosaminidase (EC 3.1.6.1), acid 
phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.2), phenol oxidase (EC 1.10.3.2), and peroxidases (EC 1.11.1.7)  (Stritar 
et al. 2010). For these analyses, one gram of each soil was diluted with 125 ml of 50 μM sodium 
acetate buffer (pH=5) and mixed on a stir plate for 2 minutes, thoroughly suspending the soil in 
buffer. Enzyme assays were undertaken with eight analytical replicates for β-glucosidase, α-
glucosidase, β-1,4-N acetylglucosaminidase and phosphatase. Phenol oxidase/peroxidases 
activities were measured with 16 analytic replicates. The β-glucosidase, α-glucosidase, N 
acetylglucosaminidase and phosphatase activities were determined by fluorometric response of 
the 4-methylumbelliferyl (MUB) substrate (excitation at 365 nm, emission at 450 nm, on a 
BioTek Synergy HT microplate reader, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). Phenol 
oxidase/peroxidase activities were determined by colorimetric analysis of the L-3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine substrate (DOPA) (Absorbance at 460 nm, SpectraMax Plus384 




and phosphatase were incubated for 30 min prior to being read, β-glucosidase and α-glucosidase 
were incubated for 2 hours while phenol oxidase and peroxidase were incubated for 24 hours.  
Soil C and N concentrations were determined on finely ground subsamples (mortar and 
pestle) by dry combustion (Flash EA 1112 CNH analyzer, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 81 
Wyman Street, Waltham, MA 02454, USA). Gravimetric water content was assayed by drying 
soil samples in a Thermo Isotherm soil oven at 105 ̊C for 48 hours and comparing wet and dry 
masses. Soil pH was determined using a 0.1M CaCl2 extraction and measured with a Denver 
Instruments pH probe and reader (Sartorius AG. Weender Landstr. 94-108, 37075 Goettingen, 
Germany). 
 Laboratory incubations were conducted over a 30 day period to determine differences in 
soil C use by microorganisms, and to examine variation in soil C decomposition rates between 
kīpuka and matrix soils under common conditions (following methods in Schweitzer et al. 2004). 
Each sieved soil sample was split into two 10 g sub-samples and placed into 125 ml specimen 
cups and soils were brought up to field capacity (based on field GWC measurements) with the 
addition of deionized water. All cups were placed into 0.994 L glass jars also containing ~30 ml 
of deionized water to maintain humidity. The jars were left sealed to incubate in the dark at 22 ̊C. 
Carbon decomposition rates (g CO2-C / g soil C / day) were measured by comparing carbon 
dioxide (CO2) in all jars to a reference at days 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 22, 27, and 30 by direct injection 
using an infrared gas analyzer (LI-6400XT, LI-COR Inc, Lincoln NE). Presented carbon 
decomposition rates represent 30 day cumulative totals. 
Statistical analysis 
To address whether functional plant phenotypes in the field varied in response to 
substrate type we took a restricted maximum likelihood approach, predicting height, pubescence, 
and SLA with substrate location (kīpuka or matrix) as a fixed effect and site as a random effect. 
Common garden data for these three traits were analyzed separately using a nested analysis of 
variance with genotype nested within substrate type (kīpuka or matrix). Foliar nitrogen and foliar 
carbon were also examined as a response to substrate type in the field with a mixed effect model 
like the one above. Hypothesis testing on all of these mixed effect models was done using a 




package was used for all analyses (R Core Team. 2014). The lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) 
was used for building statistical models using random effects (varying intercepts). 
To understand the potential role of gene flow and natural selection, the common garden 
quantitative trait differences were compared to microsatellite loci. To determine if the variation 
in plant phenotype is due to non-random genetic factors, we compared trait variation (QST) and 
genetic variation (FST), calculated by comparing variation among kīpuka and matrix populations 
to variation within these populations using the following equation: 




where 𝜎𝐵 is the variance measured among populations and 𝜎𝑊 is the variance within 
populations. A significant difference (α=0.05) in average common garden traits between kīpuka 
plants and matrix plants would allow us to reject the null hypothesis that all variation observed in 
the field is due to phenotypic plasticity. The quantitative variation was also calculated for each 
trait to examine the variance accounted for by kīpuka and matrix substrate (QST). Secondly, an 
analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) was conducted on the 11 microsatellite loci to 
determine the genetic structuring of the populations. Low variance between populations would 
suggest that there is little random genetic variance (the null expectation of testing for genetic 
drift). Comparison of molecular variance at neutral loci (FST) and quantitative trait variance (QST) 
can discriminate between selection and drift as the driving evolutionary force (Leinonen et al. 
2013). For example, a QST value greater than an FST would suggest that trait variation between 
populations is higher than would be expected by random processes alone. This would suggest 
that selection on the measured traits is occurring. Paired with a significant difference in the trait 
value means, we would be able to infer directional selection on plant traits. 
To determine if soils vary in response to phenotypic differences among plants, we used a 
mixed effect model predicting soil C, soil N, soil pH, soil C mineralization with substrate as a 
fixed effect and site as a random effect.  Soil potential enzyme activity data was standardized by 
soil C before being analyzed between kīpuka and matrix soils like above with a mixed effect 
model. All of these soil properties were also compared to tree height using an analysis of 
covariance, where tree height in the field was a continuous variable, substrate type was a 





Observations from both the field site and common garden plantings show differences in 
plant growth traits. Field observations show kīpuka trees were 111.8% taller than matrix trees 
(Table 1.1, Figure 1.1a, all figures and tables are in the appendix of this chapter). Shoot length, 
measured in the greenhouse was consistent with field height observations, with shoot lengths in 
kīpuka-derived plants 53% greater than matrix-derived plants (Figure 1.1b). This pattern was 
maintained in the common garden where kīpuka trees were 9.2% taller in 2014 (Figure 1.1c) and 
9.3% taller than matrix trees in 2015 (Figure 1.1d). These results highlight a consistent pattern of 
genetic divergence in plant height between the kīpuka and matrix individuals.  
Similarly, in the field, we found that other traits differed between trees growing on the 
two substrate types. Matrix trees were 28.5% more pubescent (Table 1.1) than trees in the 
kīpuka. Greenhouse pubescence on newly emerged leaves was 17.3% higher in the matrix 
populations. However, leaf pubescence in the field and greenhouse were weakly correlated, 
suggesting greater plasticity for this trait. Although in situ specific leaf area was observed to be 
27.9% greater in kīpuka versus matrix trees, there were no significant differences observed in the 
common garden after one year of growth, although there appeared to be a trend in this direction. 
Overall, our quantitative trait analyses support the hypothesis that colonizing trees have unique 
growth phenotypes, but other traits may be more plastic.  
Microsatellite data were used to determine if there was any population genetic structure 
between the kīpuka and matrix sites. We found no difference in population genetic structure 
among the kīpuka/matrix pairs (PhiPT=0.001, p=0.46) indicating extensive genetic exchange 
between the sites (indeed, kīpuka trees likely are the source of matrix populations), and a lack of 
genetic divergence at neutral loci. Allelic richness was high at many microsatellites (range of 5-
49 alleles, mean = 18 alleles per locus) and observed heterozygosity was accordingly high in 
both kīpuka and matrix populations (HO=0.67 for both).  
As shown above, the kīpuka and matrix populations are genetically indistinguishable at 
11 microsatellite loci, suggesting that kīpuka and matrix populations belong to a single 
interbreeding population. The quantitative trait variance (QST) for stem growth in 2013 is 0.323, 
0.343 for tree height in 2014, and 0.333 for the tree height in 2015, showing high levels of 
differentiation between the populations (similar to Alberto et al. 2013) that is much greater than 




There were five key differences in soil properties associated with trees from kīpuka and 
matrix sites. Because there was no soil before colonization of the matrix (i.e., the matrix is 
covered by bare basalt; see Figure S1.1), we make the assumption that effects on soil organic 
matter in the matrix are due to plant inputs and thus differences in soil properties are due to 
plants inputs as well as variation in environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, light) that can 
alter soil microbial activities. Soils collected under trees from kīpuka had higher total soil N 
(Δ18.2%, Table 1.1, Figure 2a) and total soil C (Δ4.0%, Figure 1.2b) and a 7.2% lower pH 
(Figure 1.2c). Kīpuka soils were also 10.8% slower at mineralizing C in the lab (Figure 1.2e) that 
along with the total soil C data indicate higher C storage in kīpuka soils relative to those in the 
colonizing matrix. Phosphatase activity, when standardized by total soil C, was 47.3% greater in 
soils collected from under lava matrix plants (Figure 1.2d), likely to utilize the phosphorus (P) 
bound in the young soils.  Gravimetric water content and all other enzyme activities (β-
glucosidase, α-glucosidase, N-acetylglucosaminidase, and phenol oxidase) were not significantly 
different between the matrix and kīpuka soils. These data suggest that overall kīpuka and matrix 
phenotypes and environmental conditions have differential impacts on belowground processes. 
The range of phenotypic variation in growth across all field sites is correlated with 
variation in soil properties. Despite the coarse estimates of plant growth in the field, changes in 
soil processes based on tree height independent of substrate were also observed (Table 1.2, 
Figure 1.2f-j), suggesting that tree phenotypes associated with colonization are altering soils. 
Soil N, phosphatase activity, and C decomposition rates significantly increased with tree height 
but did not vary significantly with location, suggesting that plant traits were more important than 
site conditions in altering these particular soil variables. Soil pH was the only soil trait measured 
that was significantly affected by the interaction of tree height and location, increasing as trees 
grew taller in the matrix but not changing in the kīpuka. 
Discussion 
Our results show that strong edaphic and environmental filters can drive plant genetic 
divergence and shifts in associated soil processes, despite strong gene flow. Colonization of the 
new lava matrix substrate resulted in significant genetically based phenotypic changes in 
functional plant traits, including 9% shorter plants and 17% more pubescence on leaves. A high 
QST value relative to a low FST for stem growth and height supports the hypothesis that 




matrix (Storz 2002, Frei et al. 2014). The reduction in aboveground growth in the matrix is 
correlated with changes in the belowground ecosystem relative to kīpuka trees, leading to 
significant decreases in total soil C, N, and acidity, whereas phosphorus availability and carbon 
decomposition increased. Variation in soil chemistry and microbial function along tree size 
gradients suggest that tree growth has some level of control over belowground communities, 
likely via the amount of carbon allocated belowground. 
The variation in growth (of new shoots) between kīpuka and matrix trees was consistent 
in a common garden over two years, suggesting a genetic basis to plant height differences. The 
alternative explanation of different starting conditions, is minimized because all cuttings were 
the same length and basal diameter, and thus began growing with the same starting conditions. 
Although we cannot eliminate other hormonal maternal effects, the fact that the surviving trees 
showed little variation across time, when measuring traits on new growth, suggests that this 
effect is minimal or has been stabilized. If the pattern were driven entirely by unequal starting 
conditions, and not underlying genetic variation, we would expect the difference in heights to 
continue to decrease. 
Soils are a consistent selective filter on plant populations, always interacting with plants, 
and potentially having dramatic consequences for their evolution. The most obvious examples 
are serpentine soils, which are hotspots of plant diversity that often contain more trait variation 
than surrounding locations (Brady et al 2005, Harrison et al. 2006). Soil gradients such as those 
of mine tailings and serpentine soils are strong selective filters along which evolution of distinct 
plant phenotypes occur. The difficulty of growing in toxic soils not only leads to novel traits 
(Brady et al. 2005), but also alters the rates of future evolution of serpentine endemics (Anacker 
et al. 2010). However, plant evolution across soil gradients is not limited to cases of extreme 
toxicity, and the evolution of locally adapted phenotypes is commonly due to soil gradients with 
different available resources (Chapin et al. 1993, Treseder and Vitousek 2001). For example, 
across a gradient of soil nitrogen in Hawai`i, M polymorpha showed distinct genetic separation 
among sites along with variation in traits associated with nitrogen cycling (Treseder and 
Vitousek 2001). Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis has shown that species growth response to 
soil N is better predicted by a phylogenetic approach that incorporates natural selection into 




lasting evolutionary effects on plant traits, not just in extreme examples of toxicity but also along 
common ecological gradients. 
The data shown here show genetically based functional trait variation in an admixed 
population with complete gene flow, suggesting that sympatric colonization/expansion can also 
lead to quantitative genetic change. Although invasion is largely an allopatric process (Felker-
Quinn et al. 2013), colonization of novel habitats can be sympatric, as seen in expansion fronts 
(Phillips et al. 2006, Eckert et al. 2008). Unlike allopatric processes, when populations are close 
geographically, the potential for genetic exchange is high and therefore, natural selection would 
need to be strong to drive differences among populations. In the examples that exist, it is clear 
that colonizing individuals are genotypically and phenotypically different than those individuals 
that exist in the core of the species range (Phillips et al. 2006, Eckert et al. 2008) and that 
evolution in sympatry may be more common than currently appreciated. For example, a meta-
analysis by Eckert et al. (2008) shows that populations at range edges are likely to be more 
genetically differentiated.  
The colonizing individuals in this study demonstrate variation in leaf pubescence and 
growth during three years in a common garden environment, showing that colonization during 
primary succession is an evolutionary force even in the face of gene flow. As the QST/FST 
comparisons in growth traits show, the quantitative trait variation is proportionally greater than 
neutral genetic variation indicating directional selection on growth (Storz 2002, Leinonen et al. 
2013, Frei et al. 2014). With ranges shifting due to natural and anthropogenic causes, there are 
multiple ways selection can occur.  Many studies have shown the evolution of increased growth 
rate of invaders in invaded habitats (Liao et al. 2013, Matlaga et al. 2012). Increased growth rates 
at range edges have also been found due to natural range expansion and poleward migration of 
species (Evans et al. 2013, Kilkenny and Galloway 2013, Schwarzer et al. 2013). Trait evolution 
on the leading edge of a continuously moving colonization front may maintain a viable 
colonizing phenotype. The maintenance of distinct ecotypes on a landscape arisen through local 
adaptation within a species can be attributed to strong edaphic and environmental gradients, and 
sympatric isolations such as flowering time. For example, dwarf ecotypes of Eucalyptus globulus 
have evolved independently multiple times on rocky cliff outcrops (Foster et al. 2007), but these 
populations remain much more genetically isolated by distance and phenology, than the rocky 




Ecosystem consequences of trait evolution during colonization 
Variation in aboveground plant traits, caused by underlying genetic variation, has been 
shown to change community and ecosystem processes. Genetic variation within a species can 
influence associated arthropods (Keith et al. 2010) and soil microbial communities (Schweitzer 
et al. 2008, Bardget and Wardle 2010) leading to changes in ecosystem function (Hobbie et al. 
2006). Furthermore, whether under direct control from plants or indirectly through associated 
communities, genotypic variation in plant traits has been shown to influence soil respiration 
(Lojewski et al. 2012) and total soil C and N (Pregitzer et al. 2013) and annual rates of N 
mineralization (Schweitzer et al. 2012). At broader scales, it has been demonstrated that plant 
traits influence decomposition rates globally, often being just as important as climate (Cornwell 
et al. 2008). It is clear that shifts in plant functional traits due to evolution in a novel range can 
alter ecosystem processes, potentially feeding back on global C and N cycles. 
The data reported here suggest that divergence of plant traits, in addition to variation in 
environmental factors that can alter microbial communities, in matrix trees are significantly 
changing soil processes in these unique and nutrient poor areas. Variation in soil chemistry such 
as pH and total N, which are correlated to tree height, as well as differences in light and 
temperature can alter the microbial communities present and the soil processes they mediate. 
These different soil communities are acquiring phosphorus at different rates and utilize soil C 
substrates to different efficiencies, with matrix soils utilizing more recalcitrant C substrates 
effectively and leading to more C storage in kīpuka beyond the effect of longer storage times. 
The faster turnover of recalcitrant soil C in the matrix could be due to lower litter quality and the 
need for specialist microorganisms (Keeler et al. 2009). If this is the case, nutrient limitation in 
colonizing phenotypes and their associated microbial communities may be decreasing long term 
C storage within the ecosystem. It is critical to realize that these patterns cannot be separated 
from the underlying differences in substrate age. However, the soils sampled in this study are 
very young and comprised primarily of organic inputs. For this reason, we assume that a 
substantial proportion of the among-site variation in soil chemistry is due to unique plant traits. 
With potential decreases in tropical C storage in coarse woody debris (Iwashita et al. 2013), 
increased litter decomposition rates (Bothwell et al. 2014), and belowground process rates 




rates in tropical fragmented systems will be important to understanding belowground feedbacks 
to global climate.   
Conclusions  
Colonization into novel environments occurs constantly in both natural and 
anthropogenically driven contexts, with colonizing species evolving due to biotic and abiotic 
filters encountered in the new habitats. Our results from the field, the greenhouse and common 
garden measurements show that divergence in growth occurs, despite strong gene flow, and 
divergence can lead to variation in growth and other functional traits. Moreover, these data show 
that phenotypic differences, in combination with environmental differences across the sites, may 
alter soil properties and ecosystem processes. These data support previous work showing that 
plant colonization may lead to niche construction, creating distinct soil conditions that influence 
soil C and nutrient dynamics. Foundation species can rapidly evolve and the ecosystem 
consequences of these colonizing phenotypes are critical to understanding the full effects of plant 
species migration under both natural and anthropogenic circumstances. 
The Hawai`ian Islands provide globally unique model study systems for testing 
ecological theory (Vitousek 2004), and understanding evolutionary change, including radial 
divergence (Freed et al. 1987), rapid evolution (Carson and Johnson 1975), and phenotypic 
plasticity (Cordell et al. 1998). Re-colonization of lava by M. polymorpha post-eruption provides 
another model study system for understanding the long term evolutionary consequences of 
colonization, especially as this tree species is both an early colonizer and a long-lived canopy 
dominant. This implies that the strong abiotic changes that are encountered during colonization 
can act as a selective agent. This study supports the idea that evolutionary processes in land 
plants can be rapid along soil gradients (Chapin et al. 1993. Treseder and Vitousek 2001, Brady 
et al. 2005, Buswell et al. 2011). The drastic change in the potential fitness between the kīpuka 
and lava matrix has likely led to traits being selected for during colonization of the lava matrix. 
Colonization is a subset of species movement, similar to invasion, in both how plants evolve in 
novel locations, and how evolved phenotypes alter ecosystems. Drawing on both of these ideas 
in a broad framework of species movement is necessary for understanding ecosystem 
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Table 1.1: Variation in plant traits in the field and common garden. Analysis of variance for 
field observations (Field 2012) and related common garden traits (CG 2013-2015).  P-values (p) 
are shown along with the percent difference between the traits from trees from the kīpuka and 
surrounding lava matrix. Negative percent differences represent situations where the trait or 
response is greater in the kīpuka and positive percent differences represent higher matrix values. 
Growth in the field was estimated with height, while shoot length was used to estimate growth in 
the greenhouse. Growth measurements were taken in a common environment in Hawai`i for 
three consecutive years; 2013 in the greenhouse and 2014 and 2015 in the outplanted common 
garden. Bolded p-values represent significant effects at α=0.05. 
Response  p-value % change 
in matrix 
Plant Functional Traits    
     Pubescence  <0.0001 25.8% 
     Height  <0.0001 -111.8% 
     Specific Leaf Area  <0.0001 -27.9% 
Chemistry    
     Foliar Nitrogen  .99 0 
     Foliar Carbon  <0.0001 1.6% 
     Soil total Nitrogen  <0.0001 -18.2% 
     Soil total Carbon  0.0071 -4.0% 
     Soil pH  <0.0001 7.2% 
     Soil CO2 incubation  0.0495 10.8% 
     β-glucosidase  0.0941 33.8% 
     α-glucosidase  0.4565 33.6% 
     N-acetylglucosaminidase  .8838 0.67% 
     Phosphatase  0.0192 47.3% 
     Phenol oxidase  0.0603 159.4% 
Plant Functional Traits    
     Pubescence 2013  <0.0001 17.3% 
     Specific Leaf Area 2013  0.0917 -2.5% 
     Stem diameter 2013  0.1383 -3.2% 
     Shoot length 2013  <0.0001 -46.9% 
     Height 2014  











Table 1.2: Variation in tree height and substrate influence mortality in the common garden 
and soil properties in the field. Analysis of covariance for field soil response variables to tree 
height (Height) and the soil age (Substrate). F ratios for each parameter are listed followed by the 
p value in parentheses. Bolded F ratios represent significant (α=0.05) effects and italicized F 
ratios represent p <0.1. 
Response Height Substrate Height X Substrate 
Soil chemical data 
      Soil total Nitrogen 25.14(<.0001) 1.1902 (0.28) 0.3473 (0.55) 
      Soil total Carbon 0.9459 (0.33) 1.6304 (0.20) 0.1137 (0.74) 
      Soil pH 2.3870 (0.16) 2.5363 (0.11) 5.1746 (0.03) 
Soil enzyme activities    
     Phosphatase 6.3877 (0.01) 1.3947 (0.24) 0.0769 (0.78) 
     β-glucosidase 0.5874 (0.44) 2.3661 (0.13) 0.0229 (0.88) 
     α-glucosidase 1.0004 (0.32) 0.0503 (0.82) 0.0116 (0.91) 
     NAG 1.6434 (0.20) 0.0172 (0.90) 0.1146 (0.74) 
     Phenol oxidase 3.1962 (0.08) 1.5699 (0.21) 0.3323 (0.57) 
Soil CO2 incubation    






Figure 1.1: Colonization results in variation in plant growth traits. In both the field (a) and a 
common garden experiment across years (b-d), trees that colonized the lava matrix have 
significantly reduced growth (i.e., shorter total heights in field/common garden and shoot length 
in the greenhouse). Boxes represent the distribution of the first to third quartiles of the data while 
tails represent 95% confidence intervals. Each panel is showing a significant difference between 





Figure 1.2: Variation in soil properties between kīpuka and matrix substrates. Soils in the 
older substrate had higher concentrations of (a) carbon (C), (b) nitrogen (N), and (c) were more 
acidic. Soils in the younger substrate had (d) higher phosphatase activities and (e) higher C 
decomposition. Increases in tree height and shoot length, significantly increases (f) soil N found 
beneath these trees but not (g) carbon. Soil pH (h, black solid line) significantly increases with 
height in the matrix, without (h, grey dashed line) changing in the kīpuka. Increases in the (i) 
extracellular enzyme activity of phosphatase were found to increase in soils of shorter trees, and 
soils under shorter trees also have increased (j) C decomposition (i.e., reduced soil C storage), 





Table S1.1: Microsatellite markers used to estimate population structure in Metrosideros polymorpha.  
Ta is the annealing temperature in PCR; A is the total number of observed alleles. Loci were amplified in duplexes or as singletons; 
singletons were pooled together or added to Mix 1 before being run on an AB3130.  
 




Dye A Allele sizes (bp) Primer sequence (5’-3’) (Crawford et al. 2008) 
MePo501 
 
55 Pool1  1/80 NED 14 102, 115, 116, 117, 118, 125, 126, 








1/60 6FAM 44 207, 215, 219, 223, 231, 235, 239, 
243, 247, 251, 255, 259, 263, 267, 
271, 275, 279, 283, 287, 291, 295, 
299, 303, 307, 311, 315, 319, 323, 
327, 328, 331, 335, 339, 340, 345, 






55 Pool1  1/25 6FAM 10 128, 132, 136, 140, 144, 148, 152, 








1/60 VIC 49 218, 222, 226, 232, 238, 244, 250, 
256, 260, 262, 266, 272, 278, 284, 
290, 296, 300, 306, 312, 318, 324, 
330, 336, 342, 346, 352, 358, 364, 
370, 376, 380, 386, 392, 398, 404, 
410, 416, 420, 426, 432, 438, 442, 





55 Pool1  1/80 NED 19 214, 216, 220, 222, 224, 226, 228, 
230, 232, 234, 236, 238, 240, 242, 









48 Pool1          1/4 
 











Table S1.1: Continued 










1/6 PET 16 214, 220, 224, 226, 228, 230, 232, 









1/30 NED 43 145, 157, 161, 165, 169, 173, 177, 
181, 185, 189, 193, 197, 201, 203, 
205, 209, 211, 213, 215, 217, 221, 
223, 225, 227, 229, 233, 237, 239, 
241, 245, 249, 255, 257, 261, 265, 












60 1 1/15 PET 16 162, 166, 168, 170, 172, 174, 176, 









Figure S1.1: Explanation and photos of field sites. In 1854-1855 the Mauna Loa volcano 
erupted, and covered the landscape with basalt, leaving small patches of intact forest. The trees 
colonizing the lava matrix grow directly into the basalt. The soils collected in the matrix are very 
young (under 180 years) and appear to be primarily comprised of decaying organic matter from 
the tree above (a). The lack of measurable soil horizons is further shown in the next panel (b) 
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Abstract 
 Plant-microbial-soil interactions are key to understanding plant community succession, 
invasion success, patterns of biodiversity and aspects of ecosystem function. Yet root and 
rhizosphere chemistry is highly complex, and little is known about natural variation across 
environmental gradients. Here, we used metabolomics to assess bulk small molecule profiles 
addressing the hypothesis that genetic variation across a species range would result in varying 
metabolic profiles. Using UPLC-HRMS we assessed the small molecule profile of root tissue 
and surrounding rhizosphere soil from 5 year old plant clones collected from six populations of 
Populus angustifolia across the western U.S., grown in a common environment. Population-level 
variation was found in root metabolomes and soil organic composition across the populations. 
Redundancy analysis of over twelve thousand metabolites suggest that plant population origin 
can account for up to 30% of the variation in roots and 27% of the variation in rhizosphere soil 
chemistry. Co-inertia analysis indicates that variation in root metabolite profiles explains 15% of 
the variation in paired soil samples. Distinct populations have evolved different root tissue 
metabolomes. The difference in root metabolites across populations altered the rhizosphere soil 





Plant traits alter soil properties and structure belowground communities, both of which 
can have ecological and evolutionary consequences for plant populations, community dynamics, 
and ecosystem function (Vitousek et al. 1987, Whitham et al. 2006, Bardgett and Wardle 2010).  
Plant-soil linkages and feedbacks are an important process that can drive plant ranges and 
distribution, (Bezemer et al. 2006, van der Putten et al. 2016, Van Nuland et al. 2017), improve 
invasion success (Van der Putten 2003, Wolfe et al. 2008), and hasten succession (Kardol et al. 
2006). For example, aboveground traits, such as leaf lignin concentration, can influence 
belowground nutrient cycles by altering decomposition rates and mineralization of organic 
matter (Melillo et al. 1982)(Hobbie et al. 2006). Furthermore, whether under direct control from 
plants or indirectly through associated communities, genotypic variation in plant traits has been 
shown to influence a broad range of ecosystem processes a few of which include: soil respiration 
(Lojewski et al. 2012), total soil carbon and nitrogen (Pregitzer et al. 2013), ammonium 
availability (Madritch and Hunter 2005), annual rates of N mineralization (Schweitzer et al. 
2011), extracellular enzyme activity (Madritch et al. 2009), and litter decomposition (Crutsinger 
et al. 2009). Plant phenotypes belowground can alter soils (Bardgett and Wardle 2010), exuding 
compounds that can alter microbial communities (Badri et al. 2009, Rasmann and Turlings 
2016), direct biotic interactions such as root herbivory, and mediate communication between 
plants and microbes (Hu et al. 2018). For example, the nitrogen cycle, is more directly controlled 
by plant root exudates than previously thought (Coskun et al. 2017) with root compounds acting 
as biological nitrogen uptake inhibitors, denitrification inhibitors, as well as mycorrhizal signals. 
These secondary plant metabolites play a key role in plant-soil interactions, but it is only recently 
that comprehensive exploration of the complex chemical interactions between the plant and 
rhizosphere has been attempted (van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016, Mhlongo et al. 2018).  
Metabolomics is an emerging set of techniques that are well suited to understanding 
plant-soil interactions (Michalet et al. 2013, van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016, Mhlongo et al. 
2018, Swenson et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2018, Ristok et al. 2019) by directly measuring molecules 
with formula weights between 75 and 1000 Da involved with cellular processes; such techniques 
are easily adapted to probe the complex chemistry that links plants to soils. This linkage may be 




physiology and cellular activities in response to different abiotic conditions such as soil moisture 
(Swenson et al. 2018). Much of the current metabolomics work involving plant tissues has used 
simplified systems for ‘proof-of-concept’ experiments (van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016) that 
are performed on model rhizospheres, often under artificial conditions such as hydroponics. Only 
a few studies have examined root exudates in soils, finding patterns in plant response to 
herbivory, variation in the metabolome associated with root morphology, and an overall plant 
conditioning effect (Marti et al. 2013, Michalet et al. 2013, Pétriacq et al. 2017, Hu et al. 2018). 
For example, Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography- High Resolution Mass Spectrometry 
(UPLC-HRMS) has been used to examine exudates from pots containing potting soil and 
Arabidopsis thaliana in a controlled greenhouse, showing that plant presence altered the 
extracted metabolome from the soil (Pétriacq et al. 2017). These recent successes show 
metabolomics may be key to examining complex biological systems, especially the rhizosphere. 
Moreover, Hu and coauthors (2018) show how changes in root metabolites can alter success in 
future plant generations showing a plant-soil feedback mediated by root metabolomics (Hu et al. 
2018). Despite the many important ecological and evolutionary outcomes resulting from plant-
soil interactions, no studies, to our knowledge, have explored the root metabolome and the soil 
organic compounds of paired root and rhizosphere soil samples to examine how population level 
tree trait variation can govern plant-soil signaling. This understanding should allow for greater 
predictive power in understanding plant-soil linkages and feedbacks under a range of ecological 
and evolutionary contexts. Metabolomics experiments designed to understand ecologically 
relevant gradients would provide much-needed detail explaining plant-soil linkages and 
feedbacks.  
Using metabolomics and a well-known system with strong plant-soil linkages and 
feedbacks (Populus angustifolia James), we examined the genetic basis to population-level 
variation in the root metabolome and how the soil rhizosphere metabalome1 was related to 
variation in root metabolites. Populus angustifolia is a model system for exploring the 
complexity of the rhizosphere. 1(Footnote: Here we use the notation soil rhizosphere metabolome, with the 
understanding that soil rhizosphere chemistry is a complex matrix that could encompass root exudates, microbial 
metabolomes and extra-cellular soil chemical processes.) Previous experimental work has shown genetic 
differentiation in tree molecular and quantitative traits at the genotype-, population- and 




abiotic variables across its distribution (Schweitzer et al., 2011; Evans et al., 2014, 2015; Van 
Nuland et al., 2017, 2018; Ware et al. 2019). Across its range, P. angustifolia varies in many 
traits that can alter belowground interactions, including plant secondary metabolites. For 
example, variation in polyphenol content among plant genotype explains variation in soil 
microbial community composition, total microbial biomass and soil extracellular enzyme activity 
(Madritch et al. 2009, Schweitzer et al. 2011). Genetic variation in  P. angustifolia traits has also 
been shown to influence field soil conditions such as bacteria/fungal and carbon (C) to nitrogen 
(N) ratios (Van Nuland et al. 2017, 2018, Ware et al. 2019). To understand the genetic 
differences in variation between plant and soil metabolomes and if roots can influence soil 
chemical metabolomes, variation was explored within the root and soil rhizosphere metabolites 
from six unique populations of P. angustifolia grown in a common environment. We 
hypothesized and found that genetic variation among these populations, due to their evolutionary 
history in response to distinct environmental conditions in the field (Van Nuland et al. 2018, 
Ware et al. 2019), led to different root chemical phenotypes. A further hypothesis that root 
chemical phenotypes would have a direct impact on rhizosphere soil chemical phenotypes led to 
the observation that tree individuals were conditioning rhizosphere soil primarily with unique 
lipids, condensed hydrocarbons, and lignin.  
Materials and Methods 
Plant Collections 
In 2012, we collected plant cuttings from six populations of narrowleaf cottonwood 
(Populus angustifolia) across the species range in the intermountain west. The six populations 
sampled were: the Yellowstone River (YEL, 45.636, -110.571), the Shoshone River (SHO, 
43.177, -110.984), the Lexington River (LEX, 38.859, -114.208), the Dolores River (DOL, 
37.595, -108.107), Park Creek River (PK, 37.679, -106.603), and the Blue River (BL, 33.698, -
109.069) (Fig. 1).The cuttings of individual genotypes were collected in replicate, transported 
cold (~4°C) to a greenhouse at Northern Arizona University where they were allowed to 
establish in potting mix (equal parts peat, perlite and vermiculite). The cuttings were watered 
uniformly every week under ambient light conditions. After two months of growth in Arizona, 
the plants were transported to a greenhouse at the University of Tennessee where they grew for 




randomized in the greenhouse and watered bi-weekly; a 15-15-15, nitrogen-phosphorus-
potassium, slow release fertilizer was applied annually.  
Extraction Method for Root and Soil Metabolome Profiles 
Samples of fine roots and rhizosphere soil were taken from four genotypes of each of the 
six populations. Unfortunately, one root sample from the Blue River and one paired root and soil 
sample from Park Creek were lost and could not be used in the analysis. Roots from 5 to 10 cm 
below soil surface were brushed clean of soil with a fine brush, before being rinsed with 
deionized water. The soil brushed from the roots was saved as the rhizosphere sample. Both root 
and rhizosphere soil samples were frozen using liquid nitrogen, then homogenized and ground to 
a fine powder with a mortar and pestle in a cold room (~4°C). Aliquots (~100 mg) were 
transferred to individual sample tubes where all subsequent extraction steps were performed. The 
metabolomic extraction protocol for the root and rhizosphere soil was adapted from a previously 
reported method (Stough et al. 2016). Specifically, 1.3 mL of a 2:2:1 methanol: acetonitrile: 
water with formic acid at a final concentration of 0.1M extraction solution was added and shaken 
on a vortex mixer for 20 minutes at 4°C. Centrifugation (17,000 g) was utilized for 5 minutes to 
pelletize the sample, followed by the transfer of the supernatant to a clean sample tube. The 
sample had 200µL of extraction solution added and the sample was subjected to the same 
extraction conditions previously stated. The two supernatants were combined and were 
evaporated using nitrogen gas. Sterile water at 4° C was used to re-suspend the dry extract before 
UPLC-HRMS analysis.  
 Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography- High Resolution Mass Spectrometry 
Separation of the metabolites was performed on a Dionex Ultimate liquid 
chromatography system using a Synergi 2.5µ Hydro-RP100Å, 100 mm x 2.00 mm column 
(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). A similar elution gradient utilizing acidic water with 
tributylamine and methanol over 25 minutes was employed (Lu et al. 2010) The eluent was 
immediately introduced to an Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, 
Waltham, MA, USA) via electrospray ionization (ESI) with a capillary temperature of 300°C, 
spray voltage of 3 kV, nitrogen sheath and sweep gas at 25 and 3 units respectively. Data 
acquisition was done in negative ion mode over the range of 72 – 1000 m/z at 140,000 resolution 




Raw data files were converted with MSConvert from Proteowizard (Holman et al. 2014) 
then uploaded to MAVEN (Clasquin et al. 2012). Metabolites were annotated using exact mass 
of the [M-H]- ion and known retention times generated from an in-house curated database. Area 
under the curves were compiled for all samples for each metabolite simultaneously and data was 
normalized to the wet mass of soil or roots extracted.  
Unknown Mass Spectrometry Data Reduction 
Spectral features (m/z-retention-time pair) were identified by XCMS with a ±5 ppm error 
window (Tautenhahn et al. 2012), and the CAMERA package (Kuhl et al. 2012) in R (R 
Development Core Team, 2016) was used to identify potential isotopes and adducts. For a 
feature to be included in the molecular formula analysis, it must have a signal that is three times 
that of the blank and must be present in all the replicants in at least one of the sample groups. To 
avoid weighting the data towards compounds that were detected as multiple chemical species, 
features were removed that were annotated as the [M+n]- isotope or identified as an adduct. This 
reduced spectral feature dataset was used as an input to the Seven Golden Rules (Kind and Fiehn 
2007) to generate potential molecular formulas. The formulas were restricted to a mass accuracy 
of ±5 ppm and to the following elements: carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), 
phosphorus (P), and sulfur (S). 
Statistical Analyses 
To examine root chemical phenotypes we used a distance based redundancy analysis 
(dbRDA) with a Jaccard distance matrix to assign variation in the root matrix to the six 
populations. To address the hypothesis that root phenotypes vary by population, we tested this 
model against a null dbRDA model (population removed) using likelihood ratio test (α=0.05). If 
the population model was found to be significantly different than the null model, we interpreted 
the proportion of variation explained by the constrained axes in the full model as the variation 
attributed to differences between populations. These statistical tests were also done for the soil 
metabolite data. Once dbRDA models were shown to better predict the data, indicator species 
analysis was used to identify compounds important to the separation between groups. Coarse 
identification of the unknown indicator metabolites was done with the help of the chemical 
formulas generated from Seven Golden Rules (Kind and Fiehn 2007) and the Van Krevelen 




sorted into classes based upon their hypothesized atomic O/C, H/C and C/N ratios. Classification 
of loadings of significant dbRDA models were examined to determine if the variation among 
populations was more likely due to differences in total production (majority of high loadings 
with the same sign) or tradeoffs (high loadings share positive and negative effects). 
To determine if plant roots are influencing the surrounding soil, correlations between the 
root data and the soil data were performed by co-inertia analysis (Doledec & Chessel, 1994). A 
significant model (α=0.05) would suggest that the multivariate correlation coefficient (RV) can 
be interpreted as the relationship in shared multivariate space between a plant root conditioning 
the soil associated with it. Similar to a Pearson r, by squaring this value, we can interpret what 
amount of the total variation in soil metabolites is explained by root chemistry.  
All statistical models and figures were made using R (R Development Core Team, 2016). 
The redundancy analysis were performed with the package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2016), the 
indicator species analysis were performed with the package indicspecies (Caceres & Jansen 
2016) and the co-inertia was performed in the package ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007). 
Results 
Over 12,000 unique root and over 5,000 unique soil organic chemical compounds were 
measured from plants originating from six distinct populations when growing in a common 
environment (Table 2.1; Ware et al., 2019). In support of the hypothesis that past population 
genetic divergence impacted plant root metabolomes a redundancy analysis (RDA), where 
canonical axes were constrained by population, showed that plant population had a significant 
effect on root and soil metabolomes (the six rivers sampled, north to south were: Yellowstone 
River MT, the Shoshone River WY, the Lexington River NV, the Dolores River CO, Park Creek 
River CO, and the Blue River NM, see Figure 2.1). The model including source population was 
better than the null model, explaining 29.8% of the variation in compounds found in plant roots 
(p=0.032, Table 2.1, Figure 2.2). Similarly, we found that associated rhizosphere soils also 
showed population-level differences, with 27.2% of the variation in the rhizosphere soil 
metabolome (p=0.025, Table 2.1, Figure 2.2) attributed to plant population of origin. These 
populations also have a hierarchical genetic structure and belong to one of three distinct genetic 




provenance as the two constrained axes, was not significantly better than the null model, 
suggesting that this level of genetic structuring does not predict differences in root (p = 0.329, 
Table 2.1) or soil metabolomes (p=0.193, Table 2.1). 
Analysis of the RDA loadings suggests that trade-offs, and not simply abundance of 
metabolites, are the main drivers of the difference among populations. For example, if the 
abundance of metabolites is the primary driver of population-level differences in metabolomes, 
the majority of the loadings would be in one direction. In contrast to this result, we found many 
strongly positive and negative loadings on the constrained axis, suggesting unique trade-offs in 
allocation to chemical relative abundance (e.g., the relative abundance of unknown metabolite at 
mass 299.0984 was 68% different between populations where it was the most and least 
abundant). Indicator species analysis suggests specific metabolites are responsible for the 
variation among populations (Figure 2.3). Interestingly, it is only the unknown metabolites that 
are significantly driving the differences among populations in both the root and soil, although 
this result is likely due to the bias of metabolite libraries towards metabolites involved in primary 
metabolism and phospholipid biosynthesis. Indicator analysis does not indicate any identified 
metabolites. The unknown compounds are often localized in the lipid and protein regions. Park 
Creek River, Shoshone River, and the Blue River are populations with the greatest number of 
unique root metabolites. Park Creek River, however, is the only population with more unique 
soil metabolites than root metabolites (Figure 2.3).  Despite the variation in unique unknowns, 
the metabolite C to N and C to hydrogen (H) ratios estimated for the root metabolites showed 
only a marginal trend that may suggest that Dolores River trees are producing unique compounds 
which have fewer H relative to the number of C atoms than the other rivers (ANOVA, C to H: 
F(5,111)=2.2511, p=0.054). Furthermore, there was no difference between metabolite C to N ratios 
among populations (ANOVA, C to N: F(5,111)=1.015, p=0.412) for the root metabolites. In the 
rhizosphere soils, there was no relationship between both metabolite C to N and C to H ratios 
and population. 
A co-inertia analysis exploring the relationship between paired root and soil metabolome 
data in a shared multivariate space found support for the second hypothesis that plant cellular 
processes result in root metabolomes that influence soil microbial rhizosphere metabolomes. 




total variation in soil metabolites can be attributed to plant root metabolites (Figure 2.4). 
Collapsing the covariation of the root and soil metabolite matrices into two dimensions is 
difficult. However, Park Creek River, the Dolores River, and the Shoshone River each have 
distinct clusters of shared root and soil metabolites in multivariate space.  
Discussion 
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to explore the full metabolomic complexity of 
roots and rhizosphere soils from plants of the same species (Populus angustifolia) collected 
across population genetic scales. There were three important results. First, there was among 
population-level genetic variation for root metabolites. Significant variation among populations 
when grown in a common environment indicates that evolutionary processes have been a key 
factor in the genetic divergence among populations in root metabolome phenotypes. Second, 
associated soil organic chemical communities also varied by plant population and were 
correlated with plant root metabolomes. The complexity of plant-soil chemical interactions is 
often unaccounted for, despite the intimate interactions between roots and surrounding 
rhizosphere soil. While the root tissue metabolome sampled is a measure of not only the direct 
autotrophic metabolites produced, but also includes the wide variety of microbial endophytes 
living within and on the root tissue, root phenotypes altered soils in unique ways, leading to 
variation in soil metabolites among populations that initially began the greenhouse experiment in 
a common matrix. Multivariate analysis reveals some shared structure to the paired root and soil 
datasets after only 4 years of plant growth, showing that plant roots have strong impacts on soil 
metabolite profiles. Third, these results indicate that there is a wide variety of compounds 
relating above- and belowground linkage and feedback between plants and soils. In fact, because 
most of the variation in plant-soil metabolomes are in unknown compounds, it may be important 
to revise both the compound libraries (i.e., within XCMS) as well as chemical metabolic 
pathways in plants that may be important in linking plant and soil function. 
Evolution of Rhizosphere Chemical Composition and Plant-Soil Conditioning 
Evolution of the root metabolome among populations of P. angustifolia suggests that 
plants have diverged in important physiological/metabolic processes across the landscape.  
Importantly, the RDA loadings suggests that variation among populations is not driven in a 




of the variation in root metabolome within P. angustifolia is attributed to population-level 
variation when plants were grown in a common environment. Interestingly, genetic provenance 
was not distinguished as a significant predictor of root tissue and rhizosphere soil metabolomes. 
This may have been due to the low replication at the provenance level. To properly examine 
variation due to provenance, populations are the necessary experimental unit, and six populations 
spread across three groups may have had insufficient power to detect a significant effect. 
However, at the population scale, these result suggests that there are multiple pathways by which 
plants alter soil microbes and plant-microbe interactions, potentially driving diverse 
belowground microbial function. For example, plant chemical functions have been shown to vary 
within P. angustifolia, and alter plant-soil linkages (Whitham et al. 2006, Schweitzer et al. 2011, 
2014). Broadly, plant root exudates have been linked to signaling of beneficial microbes (Kiers 
and Denison 2008), direct defense (Baetz and Martinoia 2014), signaling between plants 
(Chamberlain et al. 2001) as well as allelochemicals reducing competition (Hu et al. 2018). 
Because the root metabolome is the plant trait that most intimately interacts with the soil, 
probing variation of the rhizosphere organic composition provides a more complete picture of 
plant chemical profiles and allows analysis of the consequences of these differences. 
Among population-level differences in root metabolomes altered soils in unique ways, 
resulting in variation to soil metabolites among populations that initially began the experiment in 
a common potting mix. There were population specific correlations between over 12,000 unique 
metabolites in plant roots and over 5000 unique metabolites in rhizosphere soils. Increasing 
evidence indicates that plant genetics can predictably affect associated community structure, 
even in soil microbes (Schweitzer et al. 2008, Madritch et al. 2009, Schweitzer et al. 2011, Hu et 
al. 2018). However, we believe these are the first data to demonstrate that the soil chemical 
community responds differently to different populations of plants. Finding the 15% effect of 
plant root metabolome on the associated soil is a deceptively small finding. With the total 
variation in metabolites also altered by factors such as soil moisture content, aggregate size, 
temperature, time of day, time of sampling, and many other sources of variation, it is surprising 




No Single Chemical Pathway Links Plants and Soils 
Despite incomplete knowledge of the chemical structure of all the compounds detected, 
this study is an important advancement in our understanding of plant-soil interactions. It has 
been hypothesized that plants make hundreds of thousands of metabolites (Dixon and Strack 
2003, Yonekura-Sakakibara and Saito 2009, Pichersky and Lewinsohn 2011). Within our root 
tissues, we identified over 12,000 unique metabolites. The chemical richness revealed and 
examined in this studies 10 times greater than the chemical richness reported in the other studies 
examining plants and soils in tandem (Pétriacq et al. 2017). Visualizing the data among 
populations with Van Krevelen diagrams allows for characterization of the unidentified chemical 
species into probable classes of metabolite based on chemical formulae (Minor et al. 2014, 
Brockman et al. 2018), and the bulk of the detected unknown metabolites were classified as 
lipids, condensed hydrocarbons, and lignin. These diagrams only show compounds unique to a 
population, and are not suggesting that other compounds are not important to plant-soil 
conditioning, only that they are not uniquely high or low in abundance across the populations. 
Unique compounds among populations in both root and soil samples suggest that the variation in 
rhizosphere metabolomes between populations is, in part due to variation in plant root chemistry 
that varies across populations.  
The scope of the findings suggests a need to increase efforts to build sample libraries for 
complex metabolites. While options for interpreting unknown compounds exist (Brockman et al. 
2018) improving the currently available sample libraries is critical (Mhlongo et al. 2018). 
Despite the current lack of comprehensive libraries, and the common limitations of analytical 
techniques (e.g., solvent choice and detection range) both of which influence the classes of 
compounds that are detected and then interpreted, these results show that metabolite patterns can 
be detected and analyzed across landscapes.  
Conclusions & Future Directions 
Researchers have been explicitly examining plant-soil interactions and feedbacks for over 
two decades (Bever et al. 1997, van der Putten 1997), and indirectly for centuries since humans 
started cultivating crops. Over time, understanding of these interactions have been improved with 
the addition of plant genetics, soil structure and chemical properties, rhizosphere and root 




Rasmann and Turlings 2016). Our findings indicate the importance of ecologically and 
evolutionarily meaningful plant-soil experiments with metabolomics. What started in 
hydro/aeroponic systems to examine root metabolomes (Khorassani et al. 2011, Jandová et al. 
2015) has moved into sterile sands, glass beads, and potting mixes (Marti et al. 2013, Escudero et 
al. 2015, Pétriacq et al. 2017). Many studies to date ignore genetic variation within target plant 
species, with a few key exceptions where genetic variation in the root metabolome has been 
explicitly tested and found to differ between two species of Populus (Tschaplinski et al. 2014) or 
specific plant gene manipulations (Hu et al. 2018). Furthermore, while examining pot-level 
exudate metabolomes is an important method (Pétriacq et al. 2017), future studies should be 
willing to explore explicit components of the rhizosphere (e.g., separating soil aggregates, root 
ages). Interpreting the consequences of invasion, range shift, or succession without considering 
the complexity of the rhizosphere eliminates a key interaction driving community dynamics. 
This study has shown that the chemical complexity of plant-soil interactions is much greater than 
often reported, yet can be explored and interpreted. Further, there is a large amount of variation 
in rhizosphere chemistry due to population-level divergence across landscapes. As we begin to 
build predictive models of species migration that incorporate species interactions and ecosystem 
change (Harsch et al. 2017), it is critical to understand the underlying mechanisms of these plant-
soil interactions. Together, these results show that metabolomics and chemical profiling is a 
reduced bias means to identify and interpret the chemical complexity of the rhizosphere to 
understand the mechanistic linkages between plant physiological processes and soil chemistry. 
Understanding the role of evolutionary divergence in plant-microbial-soil interactions may be 
key to future understanding of a range of processes, including plant community succession, 
invasion success, patterns of biodiversity and aspects of ecosystem function in a changing world.  
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Table 2.1: Results of the redundancy analysis by population and provenance. Redundancy 
analysis performed on the root metabolome data and the soil metabolome data by both Populus 
angustifolia population (n=6) and provenance (n=3).  
 Number of 
Metabolites 
Proportion of variance explained Comparison 
to null 
model RD1 RD2 RD3 RD4 RD5  
Roots 12,884   
By Population 0.1164 0.0673 0.0482 0.0444 0.0213 p = 0.032 
By Provenance 0.0500 NA NA NA NA p = 0.329 
 
Soils 5441    
By Population 0.0863 0.0703 0.0594 0.0309 0.0254 p = 0.025 








Figure 2.1: Sample distribution and sampling sites. A map showing the distribution of the six 
rivers across the mountain west.  The six populations sampled (from north to south) were: the 
Yellowstone River (YEL, 45.636, -110.571), the Shoshone River (SHO, 43.177, -110.984), the 
Lexington River (LEX, 38.859, -114.208), the Dolores River (DOL, 37.595, -108.107), Park 
Creek River (PK, 37.679, -106.603), and the Blue River (BL, 33.698, -109.069). These 
populations organize into three larger genetic groupings, with the Yellowstone River, the 
Shoshone River, and the Lexington River belonging to a distinct provenance (Squares on the 
map). The Dolores River and the Park Creek River belong to a provenance east of the Rocky 
Mountains (Triangles), and the Blue River to the southernmost provenance (Circle). The grey 






Figure 2.2: Plant populations influence root and soil metabolite communities. The first two 
RDA axis showing Root (left panel) and rhizosphere soil (right panel) metabolites from six 
rivers: The Yellowstone (YEL), The Shoshone (SHO), The Lexington (LEX), The Dolores 
(DOL), Park Creek (PK), and The Blue (BL). RDA analysis with population defining the 
constrained axes were better than the null models, explaining 30% of the variation in compounds 
found in roots (p=0.032) and 27% of the variation in compounds found in the rhizosphere soils 
(p=0.011). The further two populations are from each other represent how different their 
metabolite communities are from each other. Shaded ellipses represent confidence intervals 







Figure 2.3: Indicator compounds for soil and roots show which families of compounds 
drive the population variation. Six van Krevelen diagrams showing atomic oxygen (O) to 
carbon (C) ratios along the x axis and atomic hydrogen (H) to carbon (C) ratios along the y axis. 
Points in green represent the best molecular formula estimate for a significant indicator 
compound differentiating that population’s root metabolome from the others. Points in orange 
represent the best molecular formula estimate for a significant indicator compound 
differentiating that population’s conditioned soil from the other populations. Boxes estimating 






Figure 2.4: Variation in soil metabolome is correlated with variation in root metabolome. 
Multivariate axes 1 and 2 showing the relationship in shared multivariate space between root 
metabolites (base of arrow) and their paired soil metabolites (head of arrow) of each genotype. 
Distance between the head and tail is relative to the strength of the paired plant-soil relationship 
(smaller arrows are more tightly linked plant-soil signal). Distance between arrows is relative to 
the similarity between samples. Arrows closer together represent plants and soils that share 
similar root and soil metabolomes. Arrow color represents plant population (Black: Blue River, 






PLANT POPULATION INTERACTS WITH SOIL MICROBIOMES TO 






Plants condition their surrounding soil through both above- and belowground inputs. Soil 
pathogens, beneficial fungi and bacteria, and root herbivores are all components of the soil with 
which plant roots have to successfully interact in a way that ensures plant health and fitness. To 
do this, plants produce a variety of compounds, from sugar exudates, to defense compounds and 
even fungal growth hormones that mediate the soil microbial community. In stable ecosystems, 
these plant-soil interactions developed over multiple generations of plant populations and soil 
communities. To better understand the chemical mechanisms involved in plant-soil interactions, 
we used four distinct populations of Populus angustifolia and associated soil communities in a 
fully factorial soil greenhouse inoculation experiment to examine how rhizosphere metabolites 
change in different tree-soil pairs. We hypothesized and found that the interaction between tree 
population and soil inoculation predicted 60% of the variation in the 9,000 root tissue 
metabolites measured. In the surrounding rhizosphere soil, no single model predicted the 
variation in the 5,000 soil metabolites. However, smaller tests on subsets of the data by tree 
population were different from null models, further demonstrating the strength that autotrophs 
have over rhizosphere chemistry. These results highlight the importance of metabolomics 
approaches for ecologists, acknowledge the chemical complexity of the rhizosphere and show 
how metabolomics can reveal multiple mechanisms governing the interactions between plants 






At a broad range of scales, the interaction of plants and soils alter both plant phenotypes 
and soil characteristics. Variation in soil physical, chemical and biotic characteristics have been 
shown to define plant distributions, fitness and a range of phenotypes, including phenology 
(Panke-Buisse et al. 2017, Ware et al. 2019b), plant growth, nutrient utilization (Harrison et al. 
2006, Wooliver et al. 2018), and survival (Pregitzer et al. 2010, Lau and Lennon 2012). For 
example, plant evolution across soil gradients is common in serpentine soils, which are hotspots 
of plant diversity that often contain more trait variation than surrounding locations (Brady et al. 
2005, Harrison et al. 2006). Furthermore, the evolution of locally adapted plant phenotypes is 
often found across less extreme soil gradients where available resources differ (Chapin et al. 
1993, Treseder and Vitousek 2001). For example, across a gradient of soil nitrogen in Hawai`i, 
Meterosideros polymorpha showed distinct genetic separation among sites along with variation 
in traits associated with nitrogen cycling (Treseder and Vitousek 2001), growth, and leaf 
pubescence (Mueller et al. 2017). At the same time, plant traits often affect a range of edaphic 
characteristics, for example, soil carbon and respiration change associated with specific plant 
growth and chemical traits (Orwin et al. 2010, Metcalfe et al. 2011, Lojewski et al. 2012, 
Pregitzer et al. 2013). These individual interactions between plants and soils scale up to 
communities and ecosystems (Van Nuland et al. 2016, Ware et al. 2019a) whereby plant 
population genetics may structure belowground communities which can have ecological and 
evolutionary consequences for plant populations, community dynamics, and ecosystem function 
(Vitousek et al. 1987, Whitham et al. 2006, Bardgett and Wardle 2010).  Moreover, plant 
conditioning of soil can facilitate plant range expansion (Bezemer et al. 2006, van der Putten et 
al. 2016, Van Nuland et al. 2017), improve invasion success (Van der Putten 2003, Wolfe et al. 
2008), and mediate plant succession (Kardol et al. 2006). The reciprocal feedback between plants 
and soils, therefore, is critical for understanding the distribution of ecosystem services in 
terrestrial ecosystems, even if the specific mechanisms for plant-soil linkages and feedbacks is 
often unknown. 
Plants alter their associated soil, in part, through a large variety of root exudates that can 
shape associated soil communities (Rovira 1969, Grayston et al. 1997). A host of plant molecular 




(Bertin et al. 2003) has expanded to examine the many ways plant exudates shape the 
rhizosphere (i.e., root associated soil) microbial community composition and function (Bezemer 
and van Dam 2005, Bais et al. 2006, Badri and Vivanco 2009, Dennis et al. 2010, van Dam and 
Bouwmeester 2016, Zhalnina et al. 2018). For example, plants alter the relative concentrations of 
glucose, fructose, and maltose in their roots throughout their lifetime, and variation in sugar 
concentration can alter the rate of bacterial colonization (Lugtenberg et al. 1999, Chaparro et al. 
2013). Over a plant’s lifespan the changes in root exudates (both sugars and other secondary 
metabolites) alter microbial traits in association with the plant (Zhalnina et al. 2018). This 
variation over time, and variation in root exudates of closely related individuals is enough to 
dramatically alter the composition of the rhizosphere microbial community (Badri et al. 2009, 
Mao et al. 2014, Zhalnina et al. 2018). For example, rhizosphere microbial traits, such as the 
metabolism of different carbohydrates and amino-acids, were shown to track changes in root 
exudates over time (Chaparro et al. 2013). Variation in root chemical phenotype has ecosystem 
level consequences.  
Reciprocally, variation in rhizosphere microbial communities has been shown to 
influence a wide range of plant traits. Aboveground traits such as growth rate and phenology 
have been shown to respond to changes in soil microbial communities (Bardgett and Wardle 
2010, Panke-Buisse et al. 2015, Souza et al. 2015, Ware et al. 2019b) and belowground physical 
traits such as root structure have also been shown to change with changes in soil microbial 
composition (Kudoyarova et al. 2015, Rellán-Álvarez et al. 2016). Careful multi-generational 
experiments have demonstrated the control that soil microbes have over plant fitness (Panke-
Buisse et al. 2015, 2017) and survival (Lau and Lennon 2012). Less understood is the effect that 
soil microbes have on root exudate chemistry (Wurst et al. 2010, Baetz and Martinoia 2014, van 
Dam and Bouwmeester 2016, Chagas et al. 2018). For example, specific soil fungal pathogens 
such as Fusarium spp. and Phythophora spp. have been shown to induce secondary compounds 
in root tissues (Wurst et al. 2010), but these belowground interactions are understudied, 
especially in the full context of plant-soil feedbacks (Martijn Bezemer et al. 2013). 
The increase in plant-soil feedback experiments (reviewed in Hendry, 2019) has been 
critical to understanding a broad range of landscape-level above- and belowground community 
processes, but there is little research examining the traits that most intimately link plants with 




Metabolomics is an emerging technique that is well suited to understanding plant-soil 
interactions (Michalet et al. 2013, van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016, Mhlongo et al. 2018, 
Swenson et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2018) by directly measuring molecules with formula weights 
between 75 and 1000 Da involved with cellular processes; such techniques are easily adapted to 
probe the complex chemistry that link plants to soils. This linkage may be especially evident 
across gradients, such as soil nutrients or climate, which change plant physiology and cellular 
activities in response to different abiotic conditions, such as soil moisture (Swenson et al., 2018, 
Mueller et al., in review). Much of the current metabolomics work involving plant tissues has 
used highly simplified systems for ‘proof-of-concept’ experiments (van Dam and Bouwmeester 
2016), often under artificial conditions such as hydroponics. Only a few studies, to date, have 
examined root exudates in soils, finding patterns in plant response to herbivory, variation in the 
metabolome associated with root morphology, and an overall plant conditioning effect (Marti et 
al., 2013, Michalet et al., 2013, Pétriacq et al., 2017, Hu et al., 2018, Ristok et al. 2019, Mueller 
et al., in review). For example, Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography- High Resolution 
Mass Spectrometry (UPLC-HRMS) has been used to examine root tissue from pots containing 
soil previously conditioned by different species, showing the effect of soil inoculation on plant 
metabolites (Ristok et al. 2019). These recent successes show metabolomics may be key to 
examining complex above- and belowground biological systems, linked through the rhizosphere. 
Within-species effects have also been examined, Hu and co-authors (2018) show how changes in 
soil metabolites caused by individual plant genotypes can alter the success of future plant 
generations, showing plant-soil feedback mediated by root metabolomics (Hu et al. 2018). 
Despite the many important ecological and evolutionary outcomes resulting from plant-soil 
interactions, no study to our knowledge, has explored paired root and rhizosphere metabolomes 
to examine how the strength of plant genetic by environment (G x E) interactions may govern 
plant-soil interactions and their feedbacks.  
Using newly developed metabolomics techniques for root and soil sampling (Mueller et 
al., in review) we explore the chemical complexity of the metabolome of root tissues and 
surrounding rhizosphere soils to determine how plant-soil feedbacks alter the metabolite 
communities expressed in the rhizosphere. These new metabolite methods have been used to 
identify how plant population-level genetic variation is a mechanism of plant conditioning of 




research, which is examined here, is to include live soil microbial inocula to examine how plant 
traits and soil microbial environments interact to shape the rhizosphere metabolome. 
Specifically, we use four populations of Populus angustifolia (James), and reciprocal soil 
inoculations from these same populations to set up a fully factorial plant-soil inoculation 
experiment to address the following two hypotheses: 1) The root tissue metabolome is a function 
of the interaction between both the plant population and the soil environment it is exposed to; 
and 2) Soil rhizosphere metabolomes vary by both the soil microbial environment and in 
response to the tree root metabolome. A significant interaction between plant root metabolomes 
and field soil inoculum source would be the first demonstration of the effects of a plant-soil 
feedback on paired root tissue and rhizosphere soil metabolite communities. The identification of 
which is a frontier in environmental metabolomics (van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016) 
Methods 
Plant and Soil Sample Collection 
In June 2017, we collected plant cuttings from four populations of narrowleaf 
cottonwood (Populus angustifolia) across the species range in the intermountain west. The four 
populations sampled were: Snake River (SNR, 43.70559, -110.675), Weber River (WR, 
40.73897, -111.242), Oak Creek (OC, 35.06071, -111.719), and Blue River (BL, 33.698, -
109.069) (Figure S3.1). Cuttings of three individual genotypes were collected in replicate at each 
site, transported cold (~4°C) to a greenhouse at Northern Arizona University where they were 
allowed to establish in potting mix (equal parts peat, perlite and vermiculite) with a 0.8% Indole-
3-butyric acid (IBA) rooting powder (Hormodin 3, OHP, Inc. Bluffton, SC, USA). The cuttings 
were watered uniformly every week under ambient light conditions. After two months of growth 
in Arizona, the plants were transported to a greenhouse at the University of Tennessee where 
they were grown for two months before soil treatments were applied (October 2017); plants were 
grown at UT for nine months before the root and soil metabolomes were sampled. Plants were 
grown in 0.5 gallon dee pots (~2L), randomized in the greenhouse and watered bi-weekly. To 
combat greenhouse pests, a single application of 1% Imidacloprid,1-[(6-Ch lo ro-3-
pyridinyl)methyl]-N-nitro- 2-imidazolidinimine (Marathon 1% G, OHP, Inc. Bluffton, SC, USA) 




Bulk soil was used as inoculation to test the interactive effects of plant genetic variation 
and soil communities on root and soil metabolomes. Bulk soil was collected from within 10 cm 
of the trunk of each of the same field trees that were collected for plant cuttings, to a depth 
between 0 to ~15 cm below the soil surface.  Roughly 0.5 L of soil was collected from under 
each sampled tree. Soils were kept cold (~4° C), but not frozen, until the time of inoculation. 
Tree pots were reciprocally inoculated with 0.015 L of field soil (0.75 % of pot volume) such 
that each tree genotype was separately grown in potting mix with an inoculum of its own 
genotype’s soil (“home” soil) and a soil from an individual from each other population (“away” 
soil; 12 total genotypes - 3 genotypes X 4 populations). A sub-sample of each soil was stored 
frozen (-80 C) for amplicon sequencing of the microbial community. 
Metabolite Sampling 
To address the hypothesis that plant genotype will interact with soil microbial 
communities from across populations to alter root and associated soil rhizosphere metabolomes, 
samples of fine roots and rhizosphere soil were taken randomly from multiple locations in each 
pot after growing for ~ nine months in the greenhouse. Roots less than 1 mm in diameter, from 5 
to 10 cm below soil surface, were brushed clean of soil with a fine brush, before being rinsed 
with deionized water (Mueller et al., in review). The soil brushed from the roots was saved as the 
rhizosphere sample. Aboveground biomass was also determined on each individual plant at 
experiments end by weighing oven-dried plant tissue (48 h at 105° C). Both root and rhizosphere 
soil samples were frozen using liquid nitrogen, then homogenized and ground to a fine powder 
with a mortar and pestle in a cold room (~4° C). Aliquots (~100 mg) were transferred to 
individual sample tubes where all subsequent extraction steps were performed. The metabolite 
extraction protocol for the root and rhizosphere soil was adapted from a previously reported 
method (Stough et al. 2016). Specifically, 1.3 mL of a 2:2:1 methanol: acetonitrile: water with 
formic acid at a final concentration of 0.1M extraction solution was added and shaken on a 
vortex mixer for 20 minutes at 4° C. Centrifugation (17,000 g) was utilized for 5 minutes to 
pelletize the sample, followed by the transfer of the supernatant to a clean sample tube. The 
sample had 200 µL of extraction solution added and the sample was subjected to the same 




evaporated using nitrogen gas. Sterile water at 4° C was used to re-suspend the dry extract before 
UPLC-HRMS analysis.  
 Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography- High Resolution Mass Spectrometry. 
Separation of the metabolites was performed on a Dionex Ultimate liquid 
chromatography system using a Synergi 2.5µ Hydro-RP100Å, 100 mm x 2.00 mm column 
(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). A similar elution gradient utilizing acidic water with 
tributylamine and methanol over 25 minutes was employed (Lu et al. 2010) The eluent was 
immediately introduced to an Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, 
Waltham, MA, USA) via electrospray ionization (ESI) with a capillary temperature of 300° C, 
spray voltage of 3 kV, nitrogen sheath and sweep gas at 25 and 3 units respectively. Data 
acquisition was done in negative ion mode over the range of 72 – 1000 m/z at 140,000 resolution 
with automatic gain control of 3x106 ions. 
Raw data files were converted with MSConvertGUI from Proteowizard (Holman et al. 
2014) then uploaded to MAVEN (Clasquin et al. 2012). Metabolites were annotated using exact 
mass of the [M-H]- ion and known retention times generated from an in-house curated database 
in the Biological and Small Molecular Mass Spectrometry Core at University of Tennessee 
(https://chem.utk.edu/facilities/biological-and-small-molecule-mass-spectrometry-core-
bsmmsc/). Area under the curves were compiled for all samples for each metabolite 
simultaneously and data were normalized to the wet mass of soil or roots extracted.  
Unknown Mass Spectrometry Data Reduction. 
Spectral features (m/z-retention-time pair) were identified by XCMS with a ±5 ppm error 
window (Tautenhahn et al. 2012), and the CAMERA package (Kuhl et al. 2012) in R (R 
Development Core Team, 2016) was used to identify potential isotopes and adducts. For a 
feature to be included in the molecular formula analysis, it must have a signal that is three times 
that of the blank and must be present in all the replicates in at least one of the sample groups. To 
avoid weighting the data towards compounds that were detected as multiple chemical species, 
features were removed that were annotated as the [M+n]- isotope or identified as an adduct. This 
reduced spectral feature dataset was used as an input to the Seven Golden Rules (Kind and Fiehn 




of ±5 ppm and to the following elements: carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), 
phosphorus (P), and sulfur (S). 
Statistical Analysis 
Due to mortality, the total planted samples were reduced from 120 (4 populations X 3 
genotypes/population X 10 individuals) to 58. Further loss of root tissues in the lab reduced that 
portion of the dataset to 22 samples (Table 3.1). Using the remaining samples, we used a Jaccard 
distance-based redundancy analysis (RDA) to assign variation in the root matrix to the four tree 
populations. Sub-setting by root inoculation was only possible in the trees from the Blue River, 
where a redundancy analysis was used to determine if soil inoculation had an effect on root 
metabolites. These statistical tests were also done for the soil metabolite data. While the soil 
samples had better coverage across tree and soil populations, these samples too, lack the power 
to detect significant individual effects at the tree X soil level (Fitzpatrick 2009). To examine 
patterns present in the dataset despite these limitations, the metabolite variation was visualized 
with methods accounting for population variation (RDA) and juxtaposed with null models 
(PCA). Compounds responsible for determining the variation among groups were identified with 
indicator species analysis, where significant indicators were assigned to groups (either tree 
population or soil inoculum depending on the analysis) based on a permutation test with an α 
level of 0.01 (De Cáceres et al. 2010). These indicators were then compared to the potential 
molecular formulas given by the Seven Golden Rules output, filtered by compounds in the 
PubChem database (U.S. National Library of Medicine). These formulas were then visualized 
with Van Krevelen diagrams to estimate the chemical families of the different indicator 
compounds, based on the H:C and O:C ratios of compounds in the chemical mixture (Brockman 
et al. 2018). 
All statistical models and figures were made using R (R Development Core Team, 2016). 
The redundancy analysis, principal components analysis and indicator species analysis were 






Supporting the first hypothesis, tree populations produce unique root tissue metabolomes, 
with tree population explaining 24% of the variation in the 9,202 known and unknown root 
metabolites identified, regardless of soil population origin in which they are grown (Table 3.1, 
Figure 3.1). Soil inoculation did not show an overall difference in root chemistry; models 
incorporating soil inoculation origin did not perform significantly better than null models (Table 
3.1, Figure 3.1). An interaction between tree population and soil inoculation origin suggests that 
once the variation due to tree population is accounted for, the effect of specific soil microbiomes 
on trees becomes evident (Table 3.1). At the broad scale therefore, tree population is a primary 
driver of root metabolites. However, at the population scale, different soil microbiomes can alter 
the tree root’s expressed metabolites, at least at one site (Table 3.2, Blue River). Further 
evidence for this plant-soil connection can be seen in comparing the strong population signal in 
“home” soils versus the relatively weak signal of tree population in “away” soils (Table 3.1). 
Plant populations differed in the number of unique compounds found in their root tissue. 
Indicator analyses showed that of 9,202 root tissue metabolites 546 were important for 
differentiating tree populations. The Weber River individuals have the fewest unique metabolites 
(35), while the Snake River population is associated with the most unique root metabolites (275, 
Table 3.3).  
There is no support for the hypothesized relationship among the community of 5,714 
rhizosphere soil metabolites with tree population, soil population origin, or the interaction 
between tree population and soil inoculation (Table 3.1). Even when restricting the measure of 
soil metabolites to those individuals growing in “home” soil, there is no pattern of tree 
population on rhizosphere soil metabolites (Table 3.1); in contrast to previous work (Mueller et 
al. in review). Visualizing the variation of soil metabolites of each tree population however, 
shows patterns not evident by the p-values. As above, once the influence of the tree population is 
separated, the effect of the soil inoculation on the rhizosphere soil metabolites is different from 
null models visually, but not statistically (Table 3.2, Figure 3.2). Despite the limitations of 
sample size, these results suggest that the rhizosphere soil metabolome can be better described 




3.1). For example, when the rhizosphere soil metabolites of samples that were planted with Oak 
Creek trees are examined, it is the “home” soil condition (Oak Creek soil inoculation) that is the 
most distinct group (Figure 3.2c), a relationship that the null model failed to detect (Figure 3.2d). 
Indicator species analysis was used to determine the proportion of metabolites different among 
tree populations, and the differences among soil inoculations within each tree population. Table 
3.3 shows the breakdown of these indicators by tree population and soil inoculum source. A 
portion of the unknown soil metabolites were identified with the 7 Golden Rules program and 
graphed with a Van Krevelen diagram to estimate their chemical families (Figure 3.2). 
Interestingly, the soil samples had an order of magnitude fewer indicator metabolites than the 
root tissues. Furthermore, the Oak Creek and Weber River soil inoculations had consistently 
higher unique indicators compared to the Blue River, in contrast to the pattern seen in the root 
tissues. When Blue River soil inocula create significant indicator compounds (in the cases of 
Blue River and Snake River tree population subsets), they behave very differently. In Blue River 
trees, Blue River soils are more saturated (comprised of a higher H/C ratio) than those same soil 
inocula in Snake River trees (Figure 3.2 c, l). 
Discussion 
These results support past work that plant intra-specific, population-level, variation 
predicts the structure of root tissue metabolite communities. We find support for Hypothesis 1, 
with almost 60% of the variation in root metabolites predicted by the interaction between tree 
population and soil inoculation. Despite the low sample size inhibiting full exploration of this 
pattern, indicator species analysis revealed the drastic change in the number of important 
indicators from the lowest in the Weber River (35) to almost eight times that in the Snake River 
roots (275). Our analysis does not support Hypothesis 2; the rhizosphere soil metabolome is 
more variable than can be predicted by tree population or soil inoculation. However, when 
examined visually, the differing effect of soil inoculation origin on trees from different 
populations suggests that the relationship between plant population and soil environment exists 
and it is the lack of statistical power in the interaction model, not the effect size that determines 
our failure to reject the null hypothesis (Fitzpatrick 2009). This claim is further supported by the 
variation in indicator compounds by both tree population and soil inoculum. In contrast to 




33% lower than past studies, growing in similar conditions, albeit without a live soil community 
inoculum (Mueller et al. in review). Second, this study showed weaker support for linkage 
between the surrounding rhizosphere soil metabolite matrix and the plant root. A single year of 
growth, is likely a key factor explaining the differences of this study relative to our previous 
work as root age has been shown to alter the metabolites exuded (Chaparro et al. 2013) and plant 
conditioning of soil communities strengthens over time (Lau and Lennon 2012). Despite this, our 
data suggest that tree population is the best single predictor of root tissue metabolites, and that 
the interaction effect of soil inocula on the rhizosphere differ based on plant population. 
 This work and others have shown the importance of adaptation to the intra-specific trait 
variation found in Populus angustifolia across populations (Smith et al. 2012, Pregitzer et al. 
2013, Evans et al. 2015, Ware et al. 2019b, Mueller et al.,in review). Genetic variation among 
populations is in part due to the selective pressures of climatic variation from AZ to MT on plant 
metabolism and function (Van Nuland et al. 2018, Ware et al. 2019b) as well as the role that 
variation in soils can have on tree genotypes (Smith et al., 2012). For example, the 10.4° C MAT 
gradient present across the range selects for variation in bud break phenology, with a 28 day 
difference in bud break seen in a homogeneous greenhouse environment (Ware et al. 2019b). 
These differences in aboveground traits should have belowground ecosystem consequences that 
are seen in many systems (Lojewski et al. 2012, Pregitzer et al. 2013, Mueller et al. 2017). 
Specifically in plant metabolites, genetically based variation in secondary metabolites was found 
in Chinese cork oak (Quercus variabilis) to vary with latitude changes which encompassed 
different climates and rates of herbivory (Wang et al., 2016), demonstrating the evolution of 
plant metabolites along environmental gradients. Other metabolites have been shown to change 
across abiotic gradients, for example, seasonal variation in temperature and precipitation were 
related to changes in leaf and stem secondary metabolites (Sampaio et al. 2016). Similarly, plant 
flavonoids (Winkel-Shirley 2002), and saponins (Szakiel et al. 2011)  respond to abiotic and 
biotic stress, all of which show the response of specific plant compounds to environmental 
gradients are well documented. Our ability to examine the entire chemical metabolome, 
including unidentified compounds, is opening up new doors at the interface of ecosystem 




Plant root exudates have been linked to signaling of beneficial microbes (Kiers and 
Denison 2008), direct defense (Baetz and Martinoia 2014), signaling between plants 
(Chamberlain et al. 2001) as well as allelochemicals reducing competition (Bertin et al. 2003, Hu 
et al. 2018). Root exudation is a primary way plants shape their surroundings, as it is an 
important pathway of carbon entering belowground food webs (Pausch and Kuzyakov 2018). In 
this study, plant population alone structured the variation in root tissue metabolites but in 
rhizosphere soil metabolites the interaction with soil inoculation was needed to see patterns. 
However, a number of indicator metabolites found in the rhizosphere soil samples doubled from 
11 in pots with Blue River trees to 20 in pots with Snake River trees suggesting that tree root 
exudate differences between the populations are driving the chemical complexity expressed in 
the rhizosphere. Visualizations with Van Krevelen diagrams reveals patterns not evident from 
our statistics. First, not all identical soil inoculations behave similarly when introduced to 
different plant species. In the extreme case, Blue River soil inoculum was only an important 
driver of soil metabolite variation when paired with two of the four tree populations, and differed 
in those two groups. Under Blue River trees, the Blue River soil inoculation identifiers was more 
saturated (had a higher H/C ratio) than under Snake River trees. Interestingly, this pattern 
remains for the other inoculations as well. The unique Snake River soil inoculation metabolites 
are more saturated under their home trees and the nearby Weber River trees than the indicators of 
that same inoculation under the southern and further away Blue River and Oak Creek trees. 
These results suggest that the carbon input from trees regulates the effect of soil microbes, which 
is also supported by the variation in Figure 3.2, showing the important tree population soil X soil 
inoculation effects. If all plants alter surrounding rhizosphere soils differently based on soil 
conditions (as seen here based on home/away soil inoculations) understanding the chemical 
pathways that govern the plant-soil metabolite interaction and the ecosystem consequences of 
that interaction is the next step for modeling and investigating plant distribution and migration. 
This then highlights again the importance of generating metabolomics libraries which can better 
identify the unknown metabolites in these samples. If we want to understand which cellular 
pathways are changing when plants colonize novel soils, we need to first identify exactly which 
compounds to examine. Luckily, the methods and results presented here give a good starting 
point for that search. Examining the differences in indicators using Van Krevelen diagrams 




associated with genetic variations in plant root chemistry, which may have important ecosystem 
effects.   
Conclusion  
While reciprocal transplants are the best way to test how migrating tree populations will 
alter and condition their new soils (Van Nuland et al. 2017), this study shows that tree genetics 
are an important part of understanding how belowground interactions alter the chemical signals 
of all involved. Here, plant populations maintained distinct root metabolomes despite soil 
inoculations from locations more than 1,300 km away from their home sites. Differences in the 
soil metabolites were also best understood when visualized through the filter of tree population. 
Despite the small sample size, these results suggest that intraspecific variation in the carbon 
source alters the entire rhizosphere metabolome. As tree populations move into novel soils in 
response to global change, the degree to which plants can alter unique soil conditions to benefit 
themselves will be an important trait to examine. Similar to that found in Mueller et al. in review, 
the unidentified metabolites are necessary for finding meaningful patterns in this dataset. All of 
the identifying compounds for each tree population and soil inoculation were unidentified from 
the libraries currently used. While it is clear that focus should be put into building chemical 
libraries that are better suited for environmental metabolomics, this study shows that in the 
meantime, we need to utilize the majority of our metabolomics datasets, including the unknowns. 
The realization that within-species variation accounts for a large proportion of the 
biodiversity that we often mis-associate to the species level (Read et al. 2016), and that this trait 
variation interacts in unique ways with the environment belowground (Pregitzer et al. 2013) 
means that the ecosystem functions we examine on the landscape are the result of localized 
interactions between populations of trees and soil communities. Therefore the modern 
interpretations of the gene by ecosystem framework are necessary to predict the distribution of 
ecosystem processes (Van Nuland et al. 2016, Ware et al. 2019a). Understanding the chemical 
mechanisms that drive these gene X ecosystem relationships are a necessary step in helping 
model the distribution of traits across a landscape. Increasing evidence of intraspecific root 
metabolite variation (Hu et al. 2018, Mueller et al., in review) makes it clear that populations can 
evolve distinct rhizosphere metabolite communities, and our work here suggests that these 




Accounting for this variation and its interaction with soil microbial communities will be key to 
predicting and modelling the distribution of ecosystem function by showing the importance of 
population, phenotype, and resource by phenotype approaches in a changing world (Marcer et al. 
2016, Kivlin et al. 2017, Ikeda et al. 2017, Benito Garzón et al. 2019). 
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Table 3.1: Differences in root tissue and rhizosphere soil sample metabolites explored with 
redundancy analysis (RDA).  Proportion explained represents all RDA axes (3 for single effect 
models, 11 for interaction models). P-values were generated by permutation when compared to 
null models. Bolded p-values are where p ≤ α (α=0.05). The sampling subset represents which 
rows of the data matrix were included. The “Constrained by” column identifies which groups the 
RDA used as fixed effects. 
Sampling sub-set Constrained by: Sample size Proportion 
explained 
P value 
Root Tissue Metabolites 
All root tissue tree population 22 0.2426 0.003 
All root tissue soil inoculation 22 0.1413 0.43 
All root tissue Tree population * 
soil inoculation 
22 0.5937 0.038 
“home” soil  Tree population 5 0.7595 0.0667 
“away” soil Tree population 17 0.1696 0.741 
Rhizosphere Soil Metabolites 
All Rhizosphere 
soils 
Tree population 58 0.1054 0.453 
All Rhizosphere 
soils 
Soil inoculation 58 0.1272 0.676 
All Rhizosphere 
soils 
Tree population * 
soil inoculation 
58 0.1162 0.144 
“home” soil Tree population 15 0.2231 0.611 





Table 3.2: Differences in root tissue and rhizosphere soil sample metabolites caused by the 
soil inocula origin for each tree population, explored with redundancy analysis (RDA).  
Proportion explained represents all three RDA axes. P-values were generated by permutation 
when compared to null models. The sampling subset represents which tree population is included 
for that model. All models were constrained by the fixed effect of soil inoculation treatment. 
Sample size is a function of both remaining samples and the subset of the data needed for an 
analysis. The mathematical reasoning behind the lack of significant p-values despite high 
predictive intervals of the models is described in Fitzpatrick, (2009). 
 
Sampling subset Constrained by: Sample size Proportion 
explained 
P value 
Root Tissue Metabolites 
Blue River soil inoculation 9 0.4542 0.076 
Oak Creek soil inoculation 4 0.5077 0.999 
Weber River soil inoculation 6 0.4315 0.400 
Snake River soil inoculation 3 0.4858 0.667 
Rhizosphere Soil Metabolites 
Blue River soil inoculation 16 0.1617 0.919 
Oak Creek soil inoculation 13 0.1774 0.894 
Weber River soil inoculation 15 0.1977 0.712 





Table 3.3: Numbers of unique compounds associated with the differences in tree population 
and soil inoculation origin found via indicator species analysis at α = 0.01. Values represent 
the number (proportion of total) of metabolites that associate with that tree population or soil 
inoculation.   
 
Number of indicator compounds separating root tissue metabolites by population 
Data subset BL OC WR SNR  Total 
All root 
tissue 
161 (29%) 75 (14%) 35 (6%) 275 (50%) 546 
Number of indicator compounds separating rhizosphere soil metabolites by root 
population and soil inoculation source 









BL Trees 4 (36%) 4 (36%)  2 (18%) 1 (9%) 11 
OC Trees 0 (0%) 3 (21%) 3 (21%) 8 (57%) 14 
WR Trees 0 (0%) 4 (22%) 10 (56%) 4 (22%) 18 






Figure 3.1: Visualization of the separation of root tissue metabolites: by tree population 
across all soil inocula (a) and soil inocula across all tree populations (b) on the first two 
constrained RDA axes. Color of the points identifies the tree population of origin (a), and the 
inoculum collection location; the Snake River (SNR) is represented in green, the Weber River 
(WR) in black, the Oak Creek (OC) in red, and the Blue River (BL) in blue. Points represent the 
position of a metabolite sample in multidimensional space, and ellipses represent standard error 
around each centroid. Tree population was a significant predictor of the variation in root 





Figure 3.2: Separating the soil metabolite data by tree population of origin. Visualization of 
the relationship between soil metabolites of different soil inoculation origins. Redundancy 
analysis visualizing the effect of soil inoculation for each tree population are in the middle (b, e, 
h, k), while null models ignoring the effect of soil inoculation are on the left (a, d, g, j). Van 
Krevelen diagrams representing an estimate of the O/C and H/C ratios of important metabolites 
separating the effects of the soil inocula (c, f, i, l). Color of the points identifies the inoculum 
collection location; the Snake River (SNR) is represented in green, the Weber River (WR) in 
black, Oak Creek (OC) in red, and the Blue River (BL) in blue. Visual differences between 










Figure S3.1: Map of the four sampled populations across the distribution of the P. 
angustifolia range (grey outline). The color of the points identifies the collection location; the 
Snake River (SNR) in green, the Weber River (WR) in black, the Oak Creek (OC) in red, and the 






ANALYSIS OF SOIL METABOLOMICS DATA USING MULTI-VARIATE 






It is becoming easier and easier to obtain very large data sets associated with soil 
samples, from metabolomics, genomics, metagenomics, meta-transcriptomics as well as abiotic 
factors of sites from climate and geologic databases. Despite the growth in data acquisition 
techniques, statistical methods for analyses of these datasets are often overly simplified. The 
industry standards for statistical metabolomics analysis and visualization may be applied 
inconsistently or inappropriately for the more complex questions that metabolomics data sets are 
being used to address. Furthermore, almost all current metabolomics studies ignore the 
complexity of the unidentified metabolites in their datasets. Ecological experimental design often 
has multiple factors, nested levels of hierarchy and large numbers of unique groups. This review 
examines when a variety of visualization techniques such as non-metric multidimensional 
scaling, principal components analysis, redundancy analysis, and Van Krevelen diagrams are 
useful tools. Moreover, we explore how the differences in hypothesis testing techniques 
including partial least squares-discriminant analysis, redundancy analysis, Mantel tests, and co-
inertia alter the interpretations of a single case study metabolite data set. Our goal is to highlight 
the variety of available statistical tools for metabolomics analysis and describe when each is 





Ecologists have begun to fully embrace metabolomics (the study of secondary cellular 
compounds of small molecular weight) for analyzing the soil rhizosphere to better understand the 
chemical linkages of plants, microbes and ecosystem processes. For example, metabolomics has 
been used recently to examine the effect of plant root exudates on bulk soils (Pétriacq et al. 
2017), changes in root exudation based on nutrient accuisition strategy (Michalet et al. 2013), 
and plant-soil feedbacks (Hu et al. 2018). The reason these approaches are increasingly used in 
soil ecology is their potential to elucidate many interactions among plants, microbes and soils to 
better under plant-microbe signals and soil-mediated ecosystem processes. Moreover, specific 
extraction protocols for soil organic matter are being produced (Swenson and Northen 2019), 
reviews are being published (van Dam and Bouwmeester 2016, Mhlongo et al. 2018), and 
metabolomics are beginning to be used in more complex soil matrices (Hu et al., 2018; Mueller 
et al.in review). This is worthwhile, as metabolomics allow for a less biased sampling approach 
and an enormous increase in chemical data of use to a wide variety of questions, compared with 
methods focused solely on single compounds. These benefits come with increased chemical 
complexity that can create analytic challenges. Soil metabolomics datasets provide different sets 
of challenges than plant tissue metabolomics as these datasets can be large with thousands of 
unknown compounds that are often omitted and not utilized.  Despite the quick adoption of 
metabolomics analytical techniques in soil ecology, researchers have not adopted a broad set of 
statistical tools appropriate for making the most out of these data, particularly unidentified 
metabolites that may be important drivers of ecosystem processes.  
The complex datasets of many metabolomics studies are artificially simplified by the 
statistical approach taken. Most soil metabolomics studies to date have simplified their research 
question in an attempt to simplify the complex data that metabolomics produce, often using 
univariate statistical techniques, or only ordination, when the research question would be better 
suited to other, multivariate statistical approaches. For all but the studies examining the role of a 
single metabolite, a univariate approach does not fully utilize the power of these datasets or 
allow for robust analyses with high inference. One of the strengths of metabolomics is the ability 
to quantify a large chemical community in the sample. Reducing that complexity down to a 
single compound of interest with a univariate statistical approach negates the reason to explore 




to soil to date, few have used redundancy analysis or similar multivariate hypothesis testing 
approaches (but see Hao et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Ristok et al., 2019; Mueller et al.in 
review). Others that have used ordination techniques to visualize metabolites fail to test 
hypotheses in multivariate space (Wang et al. 2019). Multivariate approaches are a 
comprehensive means of utilizing all metabolites in a dataset and better capture interactions in 
the dataset while explicitly testing statistical hypotheses. Often, soil metabolomics are used to 
answer the following types of questions: 1) What is the difference among the samples? 2) Does 
an external pressure (i.e. climate, location, lab condition) explain the variation among the 
samples? 3) Does the chemical complexity of one part of a system influence another (e.g., 
interactions between plant and soil metabolomes)?  
Past reviews of statistical methods involved in metabolomics (Broadhurst and Kell 2007, 
Liland 2011, Eliasson et al. 2011, Gromski et al. 2015) are written primarily for chemists and do 
not contain a comprehensive list of appropriate statistical tests and visualizations for the 
questions outlined above. Many metabolomics papers, particularly in the medical field, have 
recommended Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) to examine trends among 
groups (Eliasson et al. 2011), although with some reservation (Gromski et al. 2015). This test, 
and other discriminant analyses, are useful tools for identifying individual metabolites that drive 
differences between groups, but are not distinctly testing the importance of those groups versus 
others. However, the specific challenges of soil metabolomics, including the relative importance 
of unknown compounds and the complexity of research questions often require different 
statistical methods than those common in medical fields. Ordination and visualization techniques 
such as Non-Metric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (NMDS, Kruskal, 1964), Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA, Pearson, K., 1901; Hotelling, 1933), Van Krevelen diagrams (Van Krevelen, 
1950, which are unique to metabolomics), can all be used to visualize data (See Table 1 for 
descriptions, limitations and uses of each test). To examine if external independent factors 
influence a metabolome, ordination and hypothesis testing with distance based Redundancy 
Analysis (RDA; McArdle & Anderson, 2001) should be considered, and is currently under-
utilized in environmental chemistry. If samples can be paired, such as separated horizons of a 
soil sample, or a root vs. the surrounding rhizosphere, techniques like the Mantel Test (Mantel 
1967) and co-inertia (Dolédec & Chessel, 1994) can be useful; the latter being most appropriate 




cover the vast majority of cases of interest to soil ecologists to examine the structure of 
metabolomics samples and address hypotheses based on factors governing that structure. Outside 
of the scope of this manuscript, more complex techniques (for example, see Principal 
Coordinates of Neighborhood Matrix, PCNM in Dray & Dufour, 2007, or multivariate random 
forests (Cutler et al. 2007, Segal and Xiao 2011) can be considered for addressing comparisons 
with more than two matrices, or better ways of de-tangling important metabolites in multiple 
groups.  
Here, we take a single soil metabolomics dataset (Mueller et al.in review) as a case study 
and compare the assumptions, approaches and outcomes of multiple data visualization tools and 
multiple multivariate hypothesis-testing techniques (including PLS-DA) to illustrate what results 
and conclusions can be derived from each to allow researchers to make robust choices to analyze 
specific research questions. The data from Mueller et al. (in review) allow all of these 
comparisons as they are based on paired root and soil samples from multiple populations of the 
same species. This dataset also contains both known and unknown metabolites that can be shown 
as both raw data and distance matrices; these data can be compared as either correlational 
comparisons or with directional hypothesis testing. This example dataset is not meant to be a 
definitive test of these statistical methods, but instead should allow a better understanding of the 
application of different analyses with specific questions as well as appropriate interpretation of 
results. We also show how and why to incorporate unknown metabolites into analyses to fully 
explore metabolomics datasets.  
Materials and methods 
Data acquisition 
Data for this comparison were derived from Mueller et al. (in review) which examined the 
role of plant population on soil metabolomic profiles in the root and rhizosphere. Briefly, plant 
cuttings from six populations of narrowleaf cottonwood (Populus angustifolia) from across its 
range in the intermountain west were collected and grown for four years in a common 
greenhouse environment. At the end of this period, two samples of fine roots and rhizosphere 
soil were taken from four genotypes of each of the six populations. Roots from 5 to 10 cm below 
the soil surface were brushed with a fine brush to remove soil, before being rinsed with 




and rhizosphere soil samples were frozen using liquid nitrogen, then homogenized and ground to 
a fine powder with a mortar and pestle in a cold room (~4°C). The metabolomics extraction 
protocol for the root and rhizosphere soil was adapted from a previously reported method 
(Stough et al. 2016). Separation of the metabolites was performed on a Dionex Ultimate liquid 
chromatography system using a Synergi 2.5µ Hydro-RP100Å, 100 mm x 2.00 mm column 
(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). Data acquisition was performed in negative ion mode over 
the range of 72 – 1000 m/z at 140,000 resolution with automatic gain control of 3x106 ions. Raw 
data files were converted with MSConvertGUI from Proteowizard (Holman et al. 2014) then 
uploaded to MAVEN (Clasquin et al. 2012). Metabolites were annotated using exact mass of the 
[M-H]- ion and known retention times generated from an in-house curated database in the 
Biological and Small Molecular Mass Spectrometry Core at University of Tennessee. Area under 
the curves were compiled for all samples for each metabolite simultaneously and data was 
normalized to the wet mass of root or soil extracted.  
Spectral features (m/z-retention-time pair) were identified by XCMS with a ±5 ppm error 
window (Tautenhahn et al. 2012), and the CAMERA package (Kuhl et al. 2012) in R (R 
Development Core Team, 2016) was used to identify potential isotopes and adducts. For a 
feature to be included in the molecular formula analysis, it must have a signal that is three times 
that of the blank and must be present in all the replicates in at least one of the sample groups. To 
avoid weighting the data towards compounds that were detected as multiple chemical species, 
features were removed that were annotated as the [M+n]- isotope or identified as an adduct. To 
explore the ~98% of the dataset that could not be classified, the reduced spectral feature dataset 
was used as an input to the Seven Golden Rules (Kind and Fiehn 2007) to generate potential 
molecular formulas. The formulas were restricted to a mass accuracy of ± 5 ppm and to the 
following elements: carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), phosphorus (P), and 
sulfur (S).  
Data analysis approaches  
To explore a range of visualization and analysis techniques, both root and soil samples 
were used. Like many environmental metabolomics assays with Liquid Chromatography-Mass 
Spectrometry (LC-MS), the majority of detected metabolites were identified using available 




undertaken with all available metabolite data. To more easily compare the effects of each test, 
we chose to display and discuss the root metabolite data in all sections where only one data 
matrix is being analyzed. The root dataset is 1.5 times larger than the soils and showed stronger 
patterns among populations, which help demonstrate the potential differences between the 
analyses. The soil data is used when the visualization or test are appropriate for two 
metabolomics matrices. 
Ordination and data visualization 
Ordination methods are techniques used to visualize multi-dimensional data in fewer 
dimensions, although they generally do not allow for explicit hypothesis testing. Ordination 
techniques are common in soil metabolomics studies to date, but these methods are not often 
followed up with multivariate hypothesis testing (Michalet et al. 2013, Wang et al. 2019). 
Ordination attempts to display relationships among samples in three or fewer axes similar to the 
distances in the full dimension space. Importantly, these methods can graphically show how 
similar samples are, or highlight relationships between compounds across samples. If the 
researcher’s goal is to examine patterns obscured by data complexity, ordination is a necessary 
first step.  
A common ordination technique in the field of metabolomics has been NMDS (Wakelin 
et al., 2015). This method permutes a low stress solution for compressing complex data down to 
three or fewer axes. The benefit to this approach is that it can be used for multiple data types, 
including the semi-quantitative data common to metabolomics, generated by relative abundances 
instead of concentrations. Importantly, NMDS sacrifices the Euclidian distance between points 
in order to compress the data onto fewer axes, resulting in the position between samples to be 
different depending on the center of the ordination (Legendre and Legendre 2012). In the test 
dataset we visualized the variation of over 12,000 known and unknown root metabolites among 
populations using an NMDS with a continuous Jaccard distance. Permutations were undertaken 
to find a model with stress under 0.1.  
If maintaining the distance between samples is preferred/required, often for use further in 
the study PCA is appropriate (Michalet et al. 2013, Hu et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2019). Unlike 
NMDS, PCA builds multiple independent axes explaining the variation in data, instead of 




metabolomics sample, but not all of it, as each axis will contain independent information. 
Because the variation explained by each axis decreases sequentially, most of the variation in a 
metabolomics data matrix should be in the first few dimensions. Because PCA preserves the 
distance of the points, it is commonly used when those axes are intended for future use in 
models. Despite not currently seen in soil metabolomics studies, these PC axes could be used 
instead of specific compounds as fixed effects in models looking to examine the effect of 
metabolites on ecosystem processes. In the test dataset we used PCA to visualize the 12,000 
distinct known and unknown root metabolites among populations. While the variation in PCA is 
split into more than two axes, we plotted the site scores of the first two axes to show as much 
variation confined in two dimensions. 
Van Krevelen diagrams, originally developed to identify fuel hydrocarbons, are another 
data visualization tool unique to metabolomics that simplify columns of chemical data to atomic 
constituents before plotting samples in simplified space (Van Krevelen 1950). Van Krevelen 
diagrams compress chemical complexity into two axes, normally carbon to hydrogen and carbon 
to oxygen ratios, and an unknown compounds position in these two dimensions is indicative of 
its chemical family (Minor et al., 2014; Brockman et al., 2018, Mueller et al. in review). While 
estimates of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), and nitrogen (N) can be difficult to ascertain for 
unidentified metabolites, new software methods in identifying unknowns make it easier to 
estimate the atomic ratios of molecules in a sample (Kind & Fiehn, 2007; Tautenhahn et al., 
2012; Kuhl et al., 2012). Comparisons using Van Krevelen diagrams are a distinctly qualitative 
approach, dismissing all information about relative abundances to instead focus on the chemical 
families of a sample, which can provide informative categories to help ascertain function, 
especially with unknown compounds that are shown to be important in the samples (i.e., using 
indicator analysis as seen in Mueller et al.in review). Comparisons among important compounds 
between samples can be undertaken without certain knowledge of the compounds themselves. In 
the test dataset we used Van Krevelen diagrams to explore the chemical families of the known 
and unknown root and soil compounds that separated populations. Indicator species analysis 
(Hill et al. 1975, De Cáceres et al. 2010) was used to determine the metabolites which were 
distinct in each population. In the case of this dataset, only unknown metabolites were identified 
with the analysis, making Van Krevelen diagrams useful for understanding the types of 




Hypothesis testing in multivariate space 
 Much like a PCA, RDA creates independent perpendicular axes from a data matrix to 
visualize the multi-dimensional dataset in fewer dimensions. Similar to a regression however, it 
does so first by constraining axes by independent variables. This allows the researcher to explore 
the proportion of variation in the metabolite data matrix that can be explained by some external 
factor, such as population, location, or sampling time. An RDA can then plot these constrained 
axes to visualize how the independent variable shaped the relationship among samples in 
multivariate space. Redundancy analysis can be compared to a null model via permutation for 
the sake of hypothesis testing. Redundancy analysis is a tool currently underutilized by soil 
ecologists using metabolomics. In the example dataset we used the raw root metabolite data to 
assess if variation in the metabolites was explained by the sample’s population, relative to a null 
model.  
 Similar to RDA, PLS-DA explores the variation in a metabolomics dataset by user-
defined categories (i.e., factors of interest; Brereton & Lloyd, 2014). What makes PLS-DA 
different from RDA, is that the metabolome data is the x axis, and the PLS-DA attempts to fit 
metabolites into the categories defined as the y axis. With the example dataset, PLS-DA was 
used to bin root metabolites into a specific population or group of populations and then ascertain 
the importance of those populations compared to groupings of fewer bins. This analysis then 
permutes the strength of the assigned groups with leave-one-out analysis to determine how 
robust the categories are, resulting in an error rate (how often mis-categorization happens). PLS-
DA, however, is not appropriate as the number of categories increases because the data matrix 
can only be manipulated once, despite the number of growing categories (Brereton and Lloyd 
2014). As the number of distinct groups increases (or the researcher wants to account for a 
random variable or hierarchy) the PLS-DA error rate is likely to increase; therefore, this 
statistical method has specific uses when it is most appropriate. We use PLS-DA to test specific 
hypotheses within the data set from comparing two populations to six populations to show how 
its ability to distinguish differences among groups decreases as the number of groups increase. 
 If the hypothesis is instead testing if one data matrix (a dataset of metabolites) is related 
to another data matrix (another set of metabolites or perhaps genetic data of each sample), the 




then asks if distances associated with a sample are similar between the two matrices, calculating 
a correlation between them (Mantel 1967). With the test dataset, we calculated distances of both 
the root and soil metabolomes using a Jaccard distance before calculating the correlation 
between the root metabolite distance matrix and the soil metabolite distance matrix. Often 
however, the samples being compared are not independent variables, and there is some 
hierarchical structure (like population or site) to the data. It has been shown that performing 
partial-Mantel (Sokal 1979, Smouse et al. 1986) tests to account for this is often inappropriate 
(Raufaste & Rousset, 2001; Legendre & Legendre, 2012; Guillot & Rousset, 2013) and so we 
did not use this technique. 
While the hypothesis testing of a Mantel test is only appropriate in two dimensional 
comparisons of distance with independent random variables, co-inertia keeps the data in 
multivariate space and explores a multivariate correlation (Dolédec & Chessel, 1994) which can 
overcome the limitations of Mantel, such as the sub-structure in the data such as population 
variation. Both tests can explore how correlated (between -1 and 1) the two matrices are, but co-
inertia can draw that correlation for more than two axes. Using the example dataset, a 
multivariate correlation coefficient was calculated between the full root metabolome and full soil 
metabolome datasets using co-inertia. This analysis, in contrast to the Mantel test, finds the 
correlation in full multi-dimensional space before collapsing the visualization down to two axes, 
allowing more freedom in the substructure of the two data matrices.  
Results  
Ordination & Data visualization 
NMDS 
 Non-metric multi-dimensional scaling of the root metabolite data successfully 
compressed the metabolite complexity to two axes (Figure 4.1a, stress < 0.1) showing the 
dissimilarity among populations. While this method can show the relationships among all of the 
data, NMDS does not maintain measurable dissimilarity between points, thus this approach is 
unable to accurately compare distances between clusters. Clustering of the points in this 




the population coded in black, occupies unique space that was missed or decreased by PCA and 
PLS-DA.  
PCA 
 The first two principal axes explain 66.2% of the variation in the root metabolomics 
dataset (Figure 4.1b).  While this method does a poorer job of separating the samples based on 
population, variation can still be examined with the most deviate population (black symbols) 
showing the highest degree of separation. However, compared to the NMDS, there is less distinct 
clustering, and much greater overlap among populations. If only PCA were used to visualize this 
dataset, the conclusion that many of these populations have very similar metabolite communities 
would have been made erroneously.  Having so much of the total variation explained on the first 
two axes make these good candidates for use in other models as predictors, potentially allowing 
the 12,000 known and unknown compounds of interest to be used as explanatory variables as 
only two parameters.  
Van Krevelen diagrams 
To visualize which chemical components of the dataset were responsible for the 
separation of populations in multivariate space seen above (Figure 4.1 a, b, c), Indicator species 
analysis was used to determine which unknown compounds should be represented on a Van 
Krevelen diagram (Figure 4.1d). Interestingly, it is only the unknown metabolites that are 
significantly driving the differences among populations, a result many past studies may have 
missed by analysis of the identified compounds only. The unknown compounds responsible for 
separating the population described with black symbols from Figures 4.1a and 4.1b can be seen 
here on Figure 4.1d. Despite incomplete knowledge of the chemical formula of these important 
compounds, these data suggest that this population’s differences are from primarily saturated 






Multivariate hypothesis testing 
Partial least squares-Discriminant analysis 
  Despite the prevalence of PLS-DA in the broader metabolite literature (Gromski et al. 
2015), the PLS-DA did not find sufficient separation between groups (Figure 4.2a). A 
misclassification rate of 0.5 suggests that this model is doing a poor job of fitting metabolites 
into categories based on population. An indicator species analysis may therefore be a better 
strategy, when combined with RDA for determining the metabolites that differentiate the 
populations or other groupings of interest. When used with fewer groups, as a subset or larger 
grouping of the data, as is more appropriate, the PLS-DA performs well. Distinct separation 
between groups can be seen for models including two through five populations (Figure 4.3a-d). 
The error rates for these tests remained under 0.25, half of the error rate found when all six 
populations are used (Figure 4.3e), suggesting that in this dataset, the PLS-DA is most useful in 
examining subsets of the data instead of the entirety, where RDA would perform better (Figure 
4.3f). 
Redundancy analysis 
In support of the hypothesis that past population genetic divergence impacted plant root 
metabolomes, a redundancy analysis (RDA), where canonical axes were constrained by 
population, showed that plant population had a significant effect on root and soil metabolomes. 
The model including source population was better than the null model, explaining 29.8% of the 
variation in compounds found in plant roots (p=0.032, Figure 4.1c, Figure 4.2b). Graphing the 
first two constrained axes is also a useful visualization. Much like the NMDS above (Figure 
4.1a) the RDA plot shows distinct separation of populations in the first two axes, allowing 
visualizing the pattern of interest compared to the unconstrained PCA, despite showing less of 






 A Mantel test was unable to distinguish a correlation between the distance matrices 
associated with the root metabolites and the paired rhizosphere soils (mantel r = 0.014, p=0.472, 
Figure 4.2c). Based on this result, we would conclude that there is no relationship between the 
root metabolome and the surrounding soil metabolome. However, based on the redundancy 
analysis (Figure 4.2b), it is clear that there is hierarchy in the data based on population of origin. 
The variation among populations should be taken into account as this superstructure of the data 
will diminish the performance of Mantel tests which assume independence among samples. 
However, it is important to resist attempting to account for the effect of population with a partial 
Mantel test (Legendre and Legendre 2012, Guillot and Rousset 2013) as those tests often lead to 
incorrect type I error rates. 
Co-inertia 
Unlike a Mantel test, co-inertia analysis determined a relationship between paired root 
and soil metabolome data in a shared multivariate space. Contrary to the Mantel test, it found 
support for the hypothesis that root metabolomes influence soil microbial rhizosphere 
metabolomes. The significant (p < 0.05, via permutation) multivariate correlation coefficient 
(RV) of 0.385 suggests a good relationship between paired samples (Figure 4.2d). Many 
populations (arrow color) exist in unique areas of this shared multivariate space. 
Discussion 
Here we show, using the same dataset, that different visualization and statistical 
approaches have different strengths and shortcomings that can alter interpretation of metabolome 
results. Second, we show how utilization of whole metabolomics datasets, including unknown 
compounds, can provide unique insights, especially when visualized with Van Krevelen 
diagrams. Lastly, we outline the multiple multivariate statistical tools that can be applied to 
particular metabolomics questions to make appropriate analysis choices based on study goals. 
These approaches expand what has been typically used in animal and plant tissue metabolomics 
and should be applicable to a broad range of responses. These specific comparisons show how 




particular approaches depending on specific questions addressed which may be unique to the 
analysis of environmental metabolomics hypotheses. We have shown how the complexity of the 
dataset can be an important factor for determining the most useful analysis. 
Comparison of visualization techniques 
 While ordination techniques are not uncommon in metabolomics studies, the choice is 
often unstated or unclear. Both PCA and NMDS display the complex metabolomics dataset, but 
do so in different ways. As seen with the example dataset, both NMDS and RDA demonstrated 
the variation due to population better than the PCA. The PCA had the greatest overlap among 
points and only seemed to separate a few of the most deviate samples, while showing ~66% of 
the variation. Clearly, if visualization is the only goal, NMDS will show a more complete picture 
of the variation on only two axes and RDA will show variation explicit to some predicted factor. 
PCA has its place as a useful tool in soil metabolomics analysis if the axes of variation are used 
in subsequent analysis, allowing the chemical complexity of the soil to be modeled with only a 
few independent factors.   
Soil samples are more likely to contain compounds that cannot be identified by the 
current libraries used in metabolomics, making the use of Van Krevelen diagrams highly 
recommended (Brockman et al. 2018). Instead of eliminating the majority of the data, as is 
typically done when unknown compounds are not used in analyses, we used Van Krevelen 
diagrams to visually demonstrate how important saturated hydrocarbons, lipids, and lignin were 
to the separation of root and soil metabolite communities among populations. Van Krevelen 
diagrams are being used in analytical chemistry, and their utility to identify broad classes of 
compounds continues to improve (Brockman et al. 2018).  The root and soil metabolite datasets, 
like the one presented, contain a lot of information that when omitted undermines the exercise of 
untargeted analytical chemistry.   
Comparison of hypothesis testing techniques 
 Despite the prevalence of redundancy analysis in genomic literature, it has yet to be fully 
embraced by soil ecologists studying metabolomics. This is surprising as the data collected in 
both genetic and metabolomic studies are very similar in structure (containing many more 
columns than samples, often reported in relative abundances), and often share the same goal of 




the case of ecological studies, the RDA is likely a better choice than PLS-DA when there are 
many groups, or multiple interacting effects that need to be examined for two reasons. First, 
PLS-DA is most informative in datasets where the majority of compounds have been identified, 
as it attempts to cluster metabolites into groups, which is not currently the case in metabolomics 
in complex environments. Secondly, it is easy to imagine situations where more than one 
predictor variable are used to explore the variation in metabolomes. While PLS-DA excels in 
binary categorization (i.e. treatment vs. control) and can be expanded to multiple categories (as 
seen in Figure 4.3), it is unable to explore multiple predictor variables as RDA is capable of 
comparing (McArdle and Anderson 2001, Gromski et al. 2015).  Redundancy analysis is a strong 
tool for both visualization and hypothesis testing. As shown here, it resolved the complexity of a 
metabolomics matrix containing over 12,000 unique metabolites and determined the importance 
of plant population in this variation. As datasets become more complex, neither PLS-DA nor 
RDA may be appropriate. If a PLS-DA style approach is needed (i.e. identifying important 
distinct groups of compounds is the goal) but the data is too complex, random forest decision 
trees are a good alternative (see Cutler et al., 2007; Segal & Xiao, 2011) as they can handle many 
groups and hierarchical structure can be built into the decision tree. If the goal requires an RDA 
approach, but a third matrix is involved in the analysis (commonly genetic information or 
physical distance between sites), an analysis like PCNM should be used (Dray and Dufour 2007) 
which can compare populations to metabolites while accounting for distance or environmental 
factors. Many iterations of these analyses exist, and by having a clear understanding of the goals 
of a project, the appropriate decisions can be made for each question. 
The pitfalls of relying on the Mantel test for analyzing the relationship between data 
matrices has been explored in detail multiple times both mathematically (Raufaste and Rousset 
2001, Legendre and Legendre 2012) and with simulated data (Guillot and Rousset 2013). In this 
example dataset, the Mantel test was unable to find the relationship between paired root and 
rhizosphere soil metabolomes while co-inertia did show a relationship. This may be due to the 
hierarchy of populations present in the dataset. However, applying additional structure to a 
multivariate correlation with a paired Mantel test (Sokal 1979) to account for population can 
yield incorrect error rates based on the structure of the data and will often fail to address the 
intended biological hypothesis. If the samples are truly random variables, where each sample is 




be an easy to interpret analysis between two metabolomics matrices or to find a relationship 
between genomic and metabolomics datasets. Co-inertia, however, is a powerful tool for 
calculating the relationship between metabolomics matrices because it keeps the data in more 
than the two dimensions of the Mantel test while calculating the correlation. While more 
complex mathematically, co-inertia provides a correlation coefficient just as interpretable as the 
Mantel r but has the advantage of exploring the correlation in unreduced space, and accounting 
for the hierarchy of nested data (Dolédec & Chessel, 1994). 
Conclusions and Recommendations  
It is becoming easier and easier to obtain very large data sets associated with soil 
samples, from metabolomics, genomics, metagenomics, meta-transcriptomics as well as abiotic 
factors of sites from climate and geologic databases (Hampton et al. 2013) and despite the 
growth in data acquisition techniques, researchers often use common statistical methods. It is 
therefore critical to the advancement of soil ecology to embrace multivariate analysis, but often 
our inclination for analyzing these datasets returns to univariate methods or inappropriate partial-
Mantel tests, despite their known problems (Raufaste and Rousset 2001, Guillot and Rousset 
2013). While recent reviews call for Random Forests and other machine learning tools (Gromski 
et al. 2015), most metabolomics studies rely on a single visualization and analytic tool, with 
PLS-DA, PCA, and univariate linear models being the most common. As shown here, these 
approaches with this case study dataset have limitations that are common in ecological datasets, 
and would have failed to discriminate between the populations or to address the stated 
hypotheses with our test dataset. Building on these results and knowledge of the types of 
hypotheses that could be used in soil ecology, Table 4.1 is a guide for determining which test is 
most appropriate given possible hypotheses, data structure, and visualization goal. The table 
summarizes the range of common visualization and multi-variate hypothesis-testing approaches 
available for metabolomics datasets.  It highlights the goal of each approach, the specific means 
to visualize the data and the specific type of data that must be used (i.e., type of matrix or 
category or if raw data can be used). The table also provides a range of hypotheses and the 
specific statistical test possible for each approach to aid in decision-making. Moreover, the table 





 This guide should enable best practices for researchers in soil ecology to determine 
which models best simplify the complexity of metabolome data to address specific research 
questions. However, as the analyses shown here with this case study demonstrate, scientists 
exploring environmental metabolomics should consider the strength of RDA for directional 
multivariate regression over PLS-DA, especially when there are more than two levels of factors 
to distinguish among, co-inertia for exploring the correlations between paired multivariate 
matrices over the Mantel test. Van Krevelen diagrams have high utility for analysis of the large 
number of unknown metabolites common to soil samples. If we wish to make the most of the 
complex data sets we are creating, we need to more carefully choose our visualizations and 
statistical hypothesis testing tools, getting more from the data we work hard to collect. 
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Table 4.1: A range of ordination and multi-variate statistical techniques for visualizing and analyzing metabolomics datasets. 
Presented also are goals of each test, how the data could be visualized, the specific requirements of the data and tests for particular 
hypotheses. A referenced hypothetical example is also shown, as well as R script resources required to run each analysis. The R 
packages are each available from the CRAN repository, and the necessary function is in the parentheses. The Seven Golden Rules is 
currently set up in Microsoft EXCEL and available from the Fiehn Lab (fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/projects/seven-golden-rules). 
Technique 
 
Goal Visualization Data 
Requirements 





NMDS Compress data 
matrix down to 
three or fewer 




Plots all of the 
variation of the 
metabolite 
dataset in visual 
dimensions, 
distance between 
points not metric. 
A metabolite data 
















separation of a 
metabolite data 
set based on 
groups like site 
or species 1 
Vegan(metaMDS) 




the variation in a 
data matrix 
Axes that explain 
the most 
variation are 
plotted. Potential  
relationships in 
the data are 
hidden in un-
shown axes 








PC axes can be 
used as 
independent 













Table 4.1: Continued 
Technique 
 
Goal Visualization Data 
Requirements 










Ratios of H/C 

























analysis of C/H 








formula and use 





among samples 3 









the variation in a 
data matrix 
based on a 
predictor matrix 
Axes that explain 
most of the 
variation based 
on the predictor 
matrix are 
plotted 
A metabolite data 










the null model. 






groups like site, 
or species are 
explaining some 
of the variation 
in your data4 
Vegan(rda) 







PC axes rotated 
to best capture 
distances based 
on groups 
Categories to be 






be estimated via 
the metabolite 
matrix 





matrix can be 
broken into 
groups based on 











Table 4.1: Continued 
Technique 
 
Goal Visualization Data 
Requirements 

























of the X and Y 
matrix 





















paired sides in a 
shared 
multivariate 















data of the X 




Test how similar 
the relationships 
between samples 





Table refrences: 1Wakelin et al., 2015, 2Wang et al., 2019, 3Mueller et al., in review, 4Hu et al., 2018, 5Ristok et al., 2019, 6Caseys et 




Figure 4.1: Comparisons of visualization techniques available for metabolomics analysis. 
Populations are shown as separate colors in a, b, and c, where shaded ellipses represent 95% 
confidence intervals around each population centroid. Filled circles are each genotype’s position 
in multivariate space. a) An NMDS compresses the relationship among individuals down to two 
axes. The population represented by black symbols stands out as separate from the others. b) The 
first two axes of a PCA show 66.2% of the variation in soil metabolites between samples. Here 
the populations overlap making it difficult to examine how these populations differ. c) RDA 
analysis with population defining the constrained axes were better than the null models, 
explaining 30% of the variation in compounds found in roots (p=0.032). The further two 
populations are from each other represent how different their metabolite communities are from 
each other. d) A Van Krevelen diagram showing atomic oxygen (O) to carbon (C) ratios along 
the x axis and atomic hydrogen (H) to carbon (C) ratios along the y axis of the indicator 
compounds which separate the most distant population (black symbols) from the other 











Figure 4.2: Visualizing the ordinations associated with different hypothesis testing 
techniques. Colors represent the different plant populations. In panel a and b, ellipses represent 
95% confidence intervals around each population centroid. Filled circles are each genotype’s 
position in multivariate space. a) Visualization of the poor separation of a PLS-DA analysis 
across the six populations. A misclassification rate of 0.5 suggests that this model is not 
sufficiently separating each population, likely due to the number of groups being too large for 
classification. b) An RDA analysis is a better way to test the influence of many groups on a 
multivariate response. Redundancy analysis is not sensitive to the number of groups in the same 
way as PLS-DA. In this case RDA analysis with population defining the constrained axes were 
better than the null models, explaining 30% of the variation in compounds found in roots 
(p=0.032). Panels c and d show differences in multivariate correlations between multiple 
metabolite matrices. c) The relationship between root metabolite distance between samples on 
the x axis and soil metabolite distance on the y axis was slight (mantel r = 0.014) and not 
significantly different from zero (p=0.472) suggesting that there is no relationship between root 
distance and paired soil distance. d) Co-inertia axes 1 and 2 showing the relationship in shared 
multivariate space between root metabolites (base of arrow) and their paired soil metabolites 
(head of arrow) of each individual (RV = 0.385, p < 0.05). Distance between the head and tail is 
relative to the strength of the paired plant-soil relationship (smaller arrows are more tightly 
linked plant-soil signal). Distance between arrows is relative to the similarity between samples. 









Figure 4.3: Visualizing the utility of PLS-DA with increasing groups. Visualization of the 
separation of a PLS-DA analysis from two to six populations.  a) Two populations separate 
perfectly in space, with an error rate of 0.00. b, c, and d) Three, four, and five populations also 
separate well in this data set with a PLS-DA, with error rates of 0.18, 0.07, and 0.22 respectively. 
Once all six populations are in the model (e), the utility of the PLS-DA decreases and the model 
has an error rate of 50%. At this size, a redundancy analysis (f) often better represents the 





















Our understanding of the distribution of terrestrial ecosystems on earth is quickly modifying 
with the introduction of new tools and the collaboration of multiple disciplines. It is insufficient 
to model the biosphere at the level of species, only interacting with large scale forces, and 
instead we must understand the mechanisms with which individuals interact with their 
surroundings. The field of eco-evolutionary biology aims to do this by discovering the feedbacks 
and consequences of trait evolution and niche construction. By working with foundation tree 
species in the field, common garden, and greenhouse my dissertation has expanded our 
understanding of the eco-evolutionary consequences of plant-soil interactions in two ways. First, 
across two different ecosystems I show how functional traits evolve in foundation tree species in 
response to abiotic and biotic, above- and belowground selective gradients. Second, I 
demonstrate the degree to which soil biotic communities can interact with plant genetic variation. 
The majority of which happens at the cellular scale, where novel use of metabolomics analytical 
and statistical techniques have shed new light on the diversity and complexity of the chemistry of 
the rhizosphere.  
Chapter 1 shows how the evolution of plant traits occurred in short time scales (~150 years) 
and small spatial scales (kīpuka and matrix populations were separated by less than 200 m) a 
result not often seen in natural plant succession, but important to understand as fragmentation 
and disturbance become increasingly common. The divergence in ʻŌhiʻa, likely caused by the 
selective pressure of colonizing young lava substrates, altered traits which changed soil 
development, linking rapid evolution and ecosystem function. As global change puts more 
terrestrial ecosystems in similar scenarios, understanding how quickly trait evolution can change 
ecosystem function is an important finding. Furthermore, this chapter highlighted the importance 
of working in both the field and common garden, as demonstrating evolutionary variation in the 
controlled environment of a greenhouse and ecosystem change in the field simultaneously is a 
powerful tool for ecosystem science. Across larger spatial and temporal scales, in Chapters 2 and 
3, using Populus angustifolia as a model system I demonstrated how variation in climate, soil, 
and surrounding biotic interactions have altered the population genetic variation in root 
metabolism. As I found in the tropics, the population level variation in plant traits was 
demonstrated to influence surrounding soil properties, conditioning unique soil metabolomes, 




for the chemical mechanisms that drive plant-soil interaction. By incorporating state-of-the-art 
analytical chemistry with modern multivariate statistics, I was able to demonstrate for the first 
time the enormous scale of the chemical complexity (tens of thousands of unique metabolites) 
which ties together the rhizosphere, while also showing the variability of that complexity across 
plant populations.   
Using space for time substitutions, the soil inoculations in Chapter 3 show the relative 
importance of tree genotype to the root and rhizosphere metabolome as plants encounter novel 
environmental interactions (in this case new soil microbiomes). While future work is needed to 
elucidate the complete interaction between plant populations and soil microbiomes, this work 
represents an important early step in understanding how plant and soil traits interact to create 
distinct chemical communities in the rhizosphere and how these interactions may shape new, 
unpredicted ecosystem change. 
By incorporating a paired root and soil sampling design into environmental metabolomics, 
Chapters 2 and 3 introduced new methods of analysis into the field. Examining both root tissues 
and surrounding rhizosphere soil allowed never before distinctions between metabolite sources. 
Using co-inertia, Chapter 2 was the first attempt at determining the metabolite effect of plant 
conditioning on rhizosphere soils, and Chapter 3 was the first attempt at examining the 
metabolome change in a factorial soil inoculation experiment. These experiments are the first to 
examine the entirety of a plants chemical conditioning of surrounding rhizosphere soils. Earlier 
attempts at using metabolomics in the understanding of plant roots often oversimplified the study 
system with hydroponics or sterile sand, oversimplified the sampling technique by examining a 
single component of the rhizosphere (i.e., root tissue and pot level exudates), oversimplified the 
system (i.e., not exploring genetic variation among samples), and oversimplified their analyses. 
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 aimed to remedy those oversimplifications by introducing novel 
experimental designs and analyses new to metabolomics (but common to ecology) in order to 
better understand the chemistry that underlies the relationships between plants and their soil 
surroundings. The interdisciplinary approaches used in this dissertation represent the way 
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